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Abstract
In this paper, we consider the scalar reaction-diffusion equations
Btu “ ∆u` fpx, u,∇uq
on a bounded domain Ω Ă Rd of class C2,γ . We show that the heteroclinic and
homoclinic orbits connecting hyperbolic equilibria and hyperbolic periodic or-
bits are transverse, generically with respect to f . One of the main ingredients
of the proof is an accurate study of the singular nodal set of solutions of linear
parabolic equations. Our main result is a first step for proving the genericity
of Kupka-Smale property, the generic hyperbolicity of periodic orbits remain-
ing unproved.
Key words: transversality, parabolic PDE, Kupka-Smale property, singular
nodal set, unique continuation.
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1 Introduction
Let d ě 2 and let Ω Ă Rd be a bounded domain of class C2,γ, where 0 ă γ ď 1. Let
p ą d be fixed, let X “ LppΩq and let
∆D : Dp´∆Dq “ W
1,p
0 pΩq XW
2,p
pΩq ÝÑ X “ LppΩq
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be the Laplacian operator with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. Let
α P p1{2` d{2p, 1q, so that Xα “ Dpp´∆Dq
αq ãÑ W 2α,ppΩq is compactly embedded
in C1pΩq.
We consider the scalar parabolic equation
$
&
%
Btupx, tq “ ∆Dupx, tq ` fpx, upx, tq,∇upx, tqq, px, tq P Ωˆ p0,`8q
upx, tq “ 0, px, tq P BΩˆ p0,`8q
upx, 0q “ u0pxq P X
α,
(1.1)
where f P C2pΩˆ Rˆ Rd,Rq and upx, tq P R.
The local existence and uniqueness of classical solutions uptq P C0pr0, τq, Xαq of
Equation (1.1), as well as the continuous dependence of the solutions with respect
to the initial data u0 in X
α, are well known (see [31] for example and Section 2
for more details). Thus, Eq. (1.1) generates a local dynamical system Sptq ”
Sf ptq on X
α. This dynamical system contains all the features of a classical finite-
dimensional system: equilibrium points and periodic orbits, stable and unstable
manifolds. . . We recall the definition of these objects, the definition of hyperbolicity
and of transversality in Section 3. There, we also present their construction in our
framework. Notice that the realizations results of [14] and [53] show the possible
existence of very complicated dynamics for (1.1), such as chaotic dynamics, as soon
as d ě 2.
In what follows, for any r ě 2, we denote by Cr the space CrpΩ ˆ R ˆ Rd,Rq
endowed with the Whitney topology, which is a Baire space (see Appendix A for
definitions, including the one of generic subset). In fact, our result still holds if
we embed Cr with another reasonable topology, but the Whitney one is the most
classical. See [19] and Appendix A below for more details.
Our main result is as follows.
Theorem 1.1. Generic transversality of connecting orbits
Let r ě 2 and let f0 P C
r. Let C´0 and C`0 be two critical elements of the flow of
(1.1), i.e. C˘0 are equilibrium points or periodic orbits, C´0 “ C`0 being possible.
Assume that both C´0 and C`0 are hyperbolic. Then, there exists a neighborhood
O of f0 in Cr and a generic set G Ă O such that:
i) there exist two families C´pfq and C`pfq of critical elements (either equilibrium
points or periodic orbits) of the flow of (1.1), depending smoothly of f P O, such
that C˘pf0q “ C˘0 and C˘pfq is hyperbolic for any f P O.
ii) for any f in the generic set G Ă O, the unstable manifold W upC´pfqq and the
stable manifold W spC`pfqq intersect transversally, i.e. W upC´pfqq&W spC`pfqq.
Theorem 1.1 states the generic transversality of connecting orbits, i.e. hetero-
clinic and homoclinic orbits, between hpyerbolic critical elements (either equilibrium
points or periodic orbits). See Figure 1 for an illustration of a typical transversal
connecting orbit. This is a first step to obtain the genericity of Kupka-Smale prop-
erty. Below in this introduction, we recall the historical background and previous
results. We discuss about the missing ingredients to obtain the genericity of the
whole Kupka-Smale property in Appendix C.
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Figure 1: A typical transversal heteroclinic orbit connecting a periodic orbit C´
and an equilibrium point C`. If C˘ are hyperbolic, they admit stable and unstable
manifolds. Theorem 1.1 states that, the transversality of uptq in this picture is
a generic situation in the parabolic equation (1.1). Here C´ is a periodic orbit
and C` is an equilibrium point. This situation is robust to perturbation and yields
several important qualitative properties of the dynamics. See the third part of this
introduction for the historical background and Section 3 for precise definitions.
Notice that we do not need to assume global existence of solutions in Theorem
1.1. Indeed, we consider closed and connecting orbits, which are by definition solu-
tions uptq P Xα of (1.1), which are defined for any time t P R and are also uniformly
bounded for t P R. So, we do not really care about solutions of Eq. (1.1), which do
not exist globally. If one wants that all solutions of (1.1) exist for 0 ď t ď 8, one
has to introduce additional hypotheses on f (see [55] for instance).
We also enhance that our result may apply to settings different from (1.1). Typ-
ically, we can choose different boundary conditions or consider systems of parabolic
equations. We discuss this kind of straightforward generalizations in Section 7.
Observability of trajectories, unique continuation and singular nodal sets.
As in the classical case of generic transversality in ODEs, the proof of Theorem 1.1
consists in finding suitable perturbation of the non-linearity f for breaking the non-
transversal orbits. Of course, even if the general patterns and the spirit of the proofs
stay the same, working with PDE’s instead of ODE’s gives rise to several more
or less delicate technical problems. For example, for proving generic properties,
instead of using Thom’s transversality theorem (as in [51]), we will apply a Sard-
Smale theorem stated in Appendix B. Here, we want to emphasize that, in the
case of PDE’s, the main new difficulty arises in the construction of appropriate
perturbations. When one wants to prove that a property is dense in the set of ODE’s
of the form 9yptq “ gpyptqq, for each g, one has to construct a particular perturbation
εh with small ε such that the flow of 9yptq “ pg ` εhqpyptqq satisfies the desired
property. The vector field h of the perturbation can be chosen freely and localized,
so that his support intersects the trajectory of yptq only in the neighborhood of
ypt0q. In the case of PDE’s, we have to construct a perturbation h of the non-
linearity such that the flow of Btupx, tq “ ∆upx, tq ` pf ` εhqpx, upx, tq,∇upx, tqq
satisfies the desired property. Therefore, the perturbation h of the PDE’s is of the
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form
up¨q P Xα ÞÝÑ hp¨, up¨q,∇up¨qq (1.2)
Since two distinct functions u1 and u2 can take the same value pu1px0q,∇u1px0qq “
pu2px0q,∇u2px0qq at a given x0 P Ω, the perturbations of the form (1.2) are in
general “non local” in Xα. Given a particular trajectory uptq and a time t0, our
strategy consists in constructing a perturbation (1.2), whose support, even if it is
large, intersects upx, tq only around px0, t0q, which allows to consider (1.2) as a local
perturbation. However, this construction is not straightforward and requires deep
properties of the PDE. This problem is close to observability questions: how much
information on a solution uptq can we get from the observation at one point x0 of
upx0, tq and ∇upx0, tq?
To be able to prove Theorem 1.1, we will prove in Section 5 results of the following
type.
Theorem 1.2. Injectivity properties of connecting orbits
Let f P C8pΩˆRˆRd,Rq. Let uptq be a heteroclinic or homoclinic orbit connecting
two critical elements. Then there exists a dense open set of points px0, t0q P Ω ˆ R
such that the curve t ÞÑ pupx0, tq,∇upx0, tqq is one to one at t0 in the sense that:
i) pBtupx0, t0q,∇Btupx0, t0qq ‰ 0,
ii) for all t P R, pupx0, tq,∇px0, tqq “ pupx0, t0q,∇px0, t0qq ùñ t “ t0.
The above result is a key property to be able to construct a suitable perturbation
of the non-linearity f in the proof of Theorem 1.1. The following result is similar: it
shows that the period of a periodic orbit of the parabolic equation may be observed
very locally. This result is not required in the proof of our main theorem, but it may
be interesting by itself and could be a key step to prove the generic hyperbolicity of
periodic orbits (see the discussion of Appendix C).
Theorem 1.3. Pointwise observability of the period of periodic orbits
Let f P C8pΩ ˆ R ˆ Rd,Rq. Let pptq be a periodic solution of (1.1) with minimal
period ω ą 0. Then there exists a dense open set of points px0, t0q P ΩˆR such that
pppx0, tq,∇ppx0, tqq “ pppx0, t0q,∇ppx0, t0qq ùñ t P t0 ` Zω .
Notice that in dimension d “ 1, the above results are true for all px0, t0q and not
only for a dense subset (see [37]).
To obtain these injectivity properties of px, tq ÞÝÑ px, upx, tq,∇upx, tqq, where
uptq “ Sf ptqu0 is a bounded complete trajectory of (1.1), we set
vpx, t, τq “ upx, tq ´ upx, t` τq ,
and remark by using the equation (1.1) that vpx, tq is the solution of a linear
parabolic equation with parameter of the form
Btvpx, t, τq “ ∆vpx, t, τq ` apx, t, τqvpx, t, τq ` bpx, t, τq.∇xvpx, t, τq , (1.3)
in the domain Ω of Rd. The non-injectivity points of the image of px, upx, tq,∇upx, tqq,
px, tq P Ω ˆ R, are described by the nodal singular set of (1.3), that is, the set of
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points px, t, τq where vpx, t, τq and ∇xvpx, t, τq both vanish. The singular nodal set
of solutions of the parabolic equations, with coefficients independent of the param-
eter τ , have already been studied in [28] and in [10] for example. Here, generalizing
an argument of [29] and applying unique continuations results (recalled in Section
2), we prove the following theorem, see Section 4.
Theorem 1.4. Singular nodal sets for parabolic PDEs with parameter
Let I and J be open intervals of R. Let a P C8pΩˆIˆJ,Rq and b P C8pΩˆIˆJ,Rdq
be bounded coefficients. Let v be a strong solution of (1.3) with Dirichlet boundary
conditions. Let r ě 1 and assume that v is of class Cr with respect to τ and of
class C8 with respect to x and t. Assume moreover that the null solution is not part
of the family, that is that, there are no time t P I and parameter τ P J such that
vp., t, τq ” 0.
Then, the set
tpx0, t0q P Ωˆ I | E τ P J such that pvpx0, t0, τq,∇vpx0, t0, τqq “ p0, 0qu
is generic in Ω ˆ I. In other words, the projection of all the singular nodal sets of
the family of solutions vp¨, ¨, τq is negligible in Ωˆ I.
Historical background: the Morse-Smale and Kupka-Smale properties.
The transversality of unstable and stable manifolds stated in Theorem 1.1 is related
to the local stability of the qualitative dynamics. In the modeling of phenomena
in physics or biology, we often work on approximate systems: some phenomena are
neglected, only approximate values of the parameters are known, or we work with
a discretized version of the system for simulation by computer. . . Therefore, it is
important to know if such small approximations may qualitatively change the dy-
namics or not. Unfortunately, when perturbing general dynamical systems, drastic
changes in the local or global dynamics can occur due for example to bifurcation
phenomena. Thus, the common hope is that these bifurcations are rare, that is,
that the systems, whose dynamics are robust under perturbations, are dense or
generic. Here, we obtain the generic transversality of heteroclinic and homoclinic
orbits between critical elements. Roughly, Theorem 1.1 says that if we consider
two hyperbolic closed orbits of the flow of the parabolic equation (1.1) and if we
observe a connecting orbit between them, then, “almost surely” this connection still
remains after small perturbations of the system (numerical computation, changes of
the parameters. . . ).
Such stability questions have been extensively studied in the case of vector fields
or iterations of maps. In 1937, Andronov and Pontrjagin introduced the fundamental
notion of structurally stable vectors fields (“systèmes grossiers” or “coarse systems”),
that is, vector fields X0 which have a neighborhood V0 in the C1-topology such that
any vector field X in V0 is topologically equivalent to X0. In 1959 ([63]), Smale
defined the class of nowadays called Morse-Smale dynamical systems on compact
n´dimensional manifolds, that is, systems for which the non-wandering set consists
only in a finite number of hyperbolic equilibria and hyperbolic periodic orbits and for
which the intersections of the stable and unstable manifolds of equilibria and periodic
orbits are all transversal. Peixoto ([50]) proved that Morse-Smale vector fields are
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dense and have structurally stable qualitative dynamics in compact orientable two-
dimensional manifolds. In 1968, Palis and Smale ([46], [48]) proved the structural
stability of the Morse-Smale dynamical systems in any dimension. However, the
density of Morse-Smale systems fails in dimension higher than two, due to “Smale
horseshoe”. In 1963, Smale ([65]) and also Kupka ([41]) introduced the Kupka-
Smale vector fields, that is, the vector fields for which all the equilibria and periodic
orbits are hyperbolic and the intersections of the stable and unstable manifolds of
equilibria and periodic orbits are all transversal. They both show the density of such
systems in any dimension (see also [51]). The qualitative dynamics of Kupka-Smale
systems are locally stable: periodic orbits, the local dynamics around them and their
connections move smoothly when a parameter of the equation is changing.
For the partial differential equations (PDE’s in short), the history of structural
stability and of local stability is more recent. Notice that a trajectory of the dynam-
ical system Sptq generated by such a PDE is of the form t ÞÑ Sptqu0 “ up¨, tq, where
upx, tq is the solution of the PDE with initial data u0pxq. In particular, the trajectory
moves in a functions space (often a Sobolev space), which is infinite-dimensional.
As a generalization of [46] and [48], [26] and [45] proved that Morse-Smale and
Kupka-Smale properties are still meaningful in infinite-dimensional systems for the
problem of stability of the qualitative dynamics. Therefore, there is a great inter-
est in obtaining generalizations of the above mentioned finite-dimensional generic
results. Notice that, if we want to get a meaningful genericity result, we have to
allow perturbations only in the same class of PDE’s. Typically, the parameter with
respect to which the genericity is obtained is the non-linearity f .
The first example of transversality of unstable and stable manifolds for PDE’s is
due to Henry ([30]) in 1985 for the reaction-diffusion equation in the segment
Btu “ uxx ` fpx, u, uxq, px, tq P p0, 1q ˆ p0,`8q (1.4)
with Dirichlet, Neumann or Robin boundary conditions. More strikingly, he ob-
tained the noteworthy property that the stable and unstable manifolds of two hyper-
bolic equilibria of (1.4) always intersect transversally. A key ingredient for proving
this automatic transversality is the use of the non-increase of the “Sturm number” or
“zero number” [69] of the solutions of the corresponding linearized parabolic equa-
tions. In addition to this automatic transversality, the gradient structure proved in
[72] shows the genericity of Morse-Smale property for the flow of (1.4) with separated
boundary conditions.
If we consider (1.4) with periodic boundary conditions, that is the parabolic
equation on the circle S1
Btu “ uxx ` fpx, u, uxq, px, tq P S
1
ˆ p0,`8q (1.5)
then the gradient structure fails but the flow of (1.5) still has particular properties
equivalent to the ones of two-dimensional ODEs, such as the Poincaré-Bendixson
property proved in [18] (the reader interested in the correspondence between the
dynamics of (1.4) and the ones of low-dimensional ODEs may consider the review
paper [39]). In 2008, still using the powerful tool of the “zero number”, Czaja and
Rocha ([13]) proved that, for the parabolic equations on the circle (1.5), the stable
and unstable manifolds of hyperbolic periodic orbits always intersect transversally.
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In 2010, the second and third authors completed the results of Czaja and Rocha.
More precisely, they proved in [37] that the equilibria and periodic orbits are hyper-
bolic, generically with respect to the nonlinearity f . They also proved that the stable
and unstable manifolds of hyperbolic critical elements C´ and C` intersect transver-
sally, unless both critical elements C´ and C` are equilibria of same Morse index
and moreover that, generically with respect to f , such connecting orbits between
equilibria with the same Morse index ([38]) do not exist. Finally, the Poincaré-
Bendixson theorem of [18] yields that, generically with respect to f , the equation
(1.5) is Morse-Smale (see [38]).
Concerning spatial dimension higher than d “ 1, the generic transversality of
stable and unstable manifolds has been shown in 1997 by the first author and P.
Poláčik ([7]) in the case f ” fpx, uq, that is, for the equation
Btu “ ∆u` fpx, uq, px, tq P Ωˆ p0,`8q (1.6)
with Ω Ă Rd, d ě 2. As a consequence, since (1.6) is a gradient system, they deduce
that, under additional dissipative conditions on the non-linearity, the Morse-Smale
property holds for the flow (1.6) generically with respect to f P C2. It is noteworthy,
as shown by Poláčik ([54]), that this generic transversality property is not true if
one considers homogeneous functions fpx, uq ” fpuq only.
We also mention that generic transversality properties have been shown by the
authors for various gradient damped wave equations, see [8] and [36].
Due to the realization results of Dancer and Poláčik, [14] and [53], we know that
the dynamics of the flow of the general parabolic equation (1.1) in dimension d ě 2
may be as complicated as chaotic flows. We may only hope to prove the genericity
of the Kupka-Smale property and not of the Morse-Smale one. Notice that the
flow of (1.1) is not gradient (periodic orbits may exist) and the very particular and
helpful “zero number property” of spatial dimension d “ 1 fails. In the present
paper, we prove the generic transversality property. The generic hyperbolicity of
equilibrium points is already proved in [37] in any space dimension. Thus, the
generic hyperbolicity of periodic orbits is the only remaining step to obtain the
genericity of the Kupka-Smale property.
Some years ago, in a preliminary draft of this paper, we were convinced to have
proved the genericity of the Kupka-Smale property. However, Maxime Percy du
Sert pointed to us a gap in the proof of generic hyperbolicity of periodic orbits.
We did not manage to fill it. Recently, two of the three authors passed away and
we decided to publish the results as obtained together. In particular, we prove
the generic transversality only (unlike claimed in [39]). In Appendix C, we quickly
discuss our ideas to obtain the generic hyperbolicity of periodic orbits and indicate
where the gap remains.
Plan of the article.
In Section 2, we recall the classical existence and uniqueness properties of the solu-
tions of the scalar parabolic equation and the corresponding linear and linear adjoint
equations. We also review unique continuation properties, which are fundamental
in this paper. In Section 3, we remind some basic definitions such as hyperbolicity
of critical elements and we state the main properties of the dynamical system Sf ptq,
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namely the existence of C1 immersed finite-codimensional (resp. finite-dimensional)
stable (resp. unstable) manifolds of hyperbolic critical elements. Section 4 is devoted
to the study of the singular nodal sets and to the proof of Theorem 1.4. In Section 5,
we show that Theorem 1.4 leads to one-to-one properties such as Theorems 1.2 and
1.3. Using these tools, in Section 6, we prove Theorem 1.1, i.e. we show the generic
transversality of heteroclinic and homoclinic orbits of the parabolic equation (1.1).
Section 7 contains discussions about some generalizations of Theorem 1.1. We con-
clude by two appendices recalling the basic facts about the Whitney topology and
Sard-Smale theorems, which will be used in this paper, and one appendix discussing
the still open problem of generic hyperbolicity of periodic orbits of (1.1).
Dedication: Very sadly, both Pavol Brunovský and Geneviève Raugel passed away
before the publication of this article, respectively in december 2018 and in may
2019. They were still working actively on the manuscript and the present version
is exactly the one which have been completed by them. This article is dedicated to
their memories.
Acknowledgement: The last two authors have been funded by the research project
ISDEEC ANR-16-CE40-0013.
2 Some basic results on parabolic PDEs
2.1 Local existence and regularity results of the parabolic
equation (1.1)
The solutions of the scalar parabolic equation (1.1) exist locally and are unique, see
for example [49] or [31]. In the whole paper, α belongs to the open interval p1
2
` d
2p
, 1q.
We recall that we use the notation f P CrpE,Rq to indicate the regularity of f , i.e.
to say that the function f : E Ñ R is of class Cr. Where a topology is required
(smooth dependences on f etc.), the notation CrpE,Rq refers to the space CrpE,Rq
endowed with the Whitney topology (see Appendix A).
Proposition 2.1. Let r ě 1 and f P CrpΩˆ Rˆ Rd,Rq.
i) For any u0 P X
α, there exists a maximal time T pu0q ą 0 such that (1.1) has
a unique classical solution Sf ptqu0 “ uptq P C0pr0, T s, Xαq X C1pp0, T s, Xβq X
C0pp0, T s, Dp´∆Dqq, for any 0 ď β ă 1 and for any 0 ă T ď T pu0q. If T pu0q is
finite, then }uptq}Xα goes to `8 when t ă T pu0q tends to T pu0q.
Moreover, t ÞÑ Btuptq is locally Hölder continuous from p0, T s into X
β, for
0 ď β ă 1. In particular, up¨q ” Sf p¨qu0 belongs to the space C0pp0, T s,W 3,ppΩqqX
C1pp0, T s,W s,ppΩqq, for any s ă 2, and thus belongs to the spaces C0pp0, T s, C2pΩqqX
C1pp0, T s, C1pΩqq and C1pΩˆrτ, T s,Rq, for any 0 ă τ ă T . If, in addition, the first
derivatives Dufpx, ¨, ¨q and D∇ufpx, ¨, ¨q are Lipschitz-continuous on the bounded
sets of ΩˆRˆRd, then up¨q belongs to C1pp0, T s,W 2,ppΩqqX C2pp0, T s,W s,ppΩqq,
for any s ă 2 and hence up¨q also belongs to C2pΩˆrτ, T s,Rq, for any 0 ă τ ă T .
ii) For any u0 P X
α, for any T ă T pu0q, there exist a neighborhood U ” UpT q
of u0 in X
α and a neighborhood V ” VpT q of f in C1 such that, for any v0 P U
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and any g P V, vptq ” Sgptqv0 is well defined on r0, T s, depends continuously on
v0 P X
α and g P C1, and there exists a positive number R ” RpT,U ,Vq such that
ppSgptqv0qpxq, p∇Sgptqv0qpxqq belongs to the ball BRd`1p0, Rq, for all pt, v0, g, xq P
r0, T s ˆ U ˆ V ˆ Ω.
iii) Moreover, for any u0 P X
α, for any T ă T pu0q, the map pt, u0q P p0, T sˆU ÞÑ
Sf ptqu0 P X
α is of class Cr and, in particular, Sf ptq is a local semigroup of
class Cr. In addition, there exists a neighborhood W of f in the space CrpΩ ˆ
r´2R, 2Rs ˆ r´2R, 2Rsd,Rq such that the map pt, u0, gq P p0, T s ˆ U ˆ W ÞÑ
Sgptqu0 P X
α is of class Cr.
Remarks:
1) The statement (i) is a direct consequence of the existence and regularity re-
sults given in [31, Chapter 3] and of elliptic regularity properties. We only want
to emphasize that, since the solution up¨q ” Sf p¨qu0 belongs to C0pr0, T s, Xαq
and that Xα is continuously embedded in C1pΩq, up¨q automatically belongs
to the space C0pr0, T q, C1pΩqq. Since up¨q is a classical solution and belongs
to C0pp0, T s,W 2,ppΩqq X C1pp0, T s,W 1,ppΩqq, fpx, u,∇uq ´ Btu is in the space
C0pp0, T s,W 1,ppΩqq and the regularity properties of the elliptic equation
∆Du “ Btu´ fpx, u,∇uq ,
imply that up¨q belongs to the space C0pp0, T s,W 3,ppΩqq Ă C0pp0, T s, C2pΩqq.
2) Statements (ii) and (iii) are also easy consequences of [31, Theorem 3.4.4 and
Corollary 3.4.5]. We want to point out that, for any u0 P X
α and any 0 ă
T ă T pu0q, there exists R0 ą 0 such that pupx, tq,∇upx, tqq, for all px, tq P
Ω ˆ r0, T s is bounded in Rd`1 by a positive number R0 ” R0pu0, T q. Since
gpx, upx, tq,∇upx, tqq depends only on the values of x, upx, tq and ∇upx, tq, we
can show, by applying the continuity results of [31, Section 3.4], that, for any
R ą R0, for any 0 ă ε ă pR´R0q{2, there exists a positive number η such that,
for any gp¨, ¨, ¨q P CrpΩˆr´R,Rsˆr´R,Rsd,Rq, η-close to f in the classical norm
of CrpΩ ˆ r´R,Rs ˆ r´R,Rsd,Rq, ppSgptqu0qpxq, p∇Sgptqu0qpxqq belongs to the
ball BRd`1p0, R0 ` εq, for all px, tq P Ωˆ r0, T s.
3) Notice that the statement (ii) of Proposition 2.1 implies that the maximal time
T pu0q is a lower-semi-continuous function of the initial data u0
As we have already seen, the parabolic equation has a smoothing effect at any
finite positive time. If the boundary of the domain Ω was of class C8 and f belonged
to C8pΩ ˆ R ˆ Rd,Rq, the solutions of Eq.(1.1) would be in C8pΩ ˆ rτ, T s,Rq for
any 0 ă τ ă T ă T pu0q. However, if f P C8pΩˆ Rˆ Rd,Rq, we can still show that
the solutions are regular in the interior of Ω, even if Ω is of class C2,α only.
In the whole paper, we say that uptq : t P R ÞÑ uptq is a bounded complete solution
(or trajectory) of (1.1) if it is a solution of (1.1), defined for any t P R and bounded
in Xα, uniformly with respect to t P R.
Since we are only interested in the regularity of the bounded complete solutions
of (1.1), we will state a C8-regularity result for such solutions.
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Proposition 2.2. Assume that f belongs to C8pΩˆRˆRd,Rq. Then, any bounded
complete solution uptq of (1.1) belongs to C8pΩ ˆ R,Rq. More precisely, for any
open set O, such that O Ă Ω, for any R ą 0, any m P N, any k P N, and any
q P r1,8s, there exists a positive constant KpO, R,m, k, qq, such that any bounded
complete solution uptq, with suptPR }uptq}Xα ď R, satisfies
sup
tPR
›
›
›
›
dku
dtk
ptq
›
›
›
›
Wm,qpOq
ď KpO, R,m, k, qq . (2.1)
Proof: We will not give all the details of the proof, but will indicate only the main
arguments. The proof consists in a recursion argument with respect to k and m.
Let uptq be a bounded complete solution of (1.1) satisfying suptPR }uptq}Xα ď R.
First step: Since f belongs to C8pΩˆRˆRd,Rq, by [31, Corollary 3.4.6], the function
t P R ÞÑ uptq P Xα is of class Ck, for any k P N and dku
dtk
ptq P C0pR, Xα XW 2,ppΩqq X
C1pR, Xβq, for any β ă 1, is a classical solution of the equation
d
dt
p
dku
dtk
q “ ∆
dku
dtk
`
dk
dtk
pfpx, u,∇uqq . (2.2)
We notice that the term d
k
dtk
pfpx, u,∇uqq can be computed by using the Faa Di
Bruno formula [16] and its generalization [9] as follows. We introduce the pd ` 1q-
dimensional vector wpx, tq “ pu,∇uqpx, tq, that is w1 “ u and wi`1 “ Bxiu. Using
the generalized Faa Di Bruno formula ([9]), we can write,
dk
dtk
pfpx, upx, tq,∇upx, tqqq “
ÿ
mj“1,|m|“1
Dmw fpx,wpx, tqq
dk
dtk
pwjqpx, tq
`
ÿ
2ď|m|ďk
Dmw fpx,wpx, tqq
ÿ
ppk,mq
k!Πkj“1
“
d`j
dt`j
w
‰nj
pnj!qr`j!s|nj |
”
ÿ
mj“1,|m|“1
Dmw fpx,wpx, tqq
dk
dtk
pwjqpx, tq ` gkpx, tq (2.3)
where ppk,mq “ tpn1, . . . , nk; `1, . . . , `kq | Ds P v1, kw, ni “ `i “ 0 for 1 ď i ď n ´ su
and gk contains only derivatives with respect to t of order less or equal to k ´ 1.
We notice that the estimate (2.1) for k “ 0, m “ 2 and q “ p is a direct
consequence of the hypothesis and of Proposition 2.1. Using (2.3), the fact that
W 1,ppΩq is an algebra and the bound suptPR }uptq}Xα ď R, one shows by recursion
on k that
sup
tPR
}
dku
dtk
ptq}W 2,ppΩq ď C2pR, kq , (2.4)
where C2pR, kq is a positive constant depending only on R, k (and of f). Like in
the remarks following Proposition 2.1, the elliptic regularity properties allow also to
deduce from Eq.(2.2) and from the estimate (2.4) that,
sup
tPR
}
dku
dtk
ptq}W 3,ppΩq ď C3pR, kq , (2.5)
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where C3pR, kq is a positive constant depending only on R, k (and of f).
Second step: One easily shows, by recursion on n P N (and also k) that,
sup
tPR
}
dku
dtk
ptq}W 3`n,ppOq ď C3`npO, R, kq . (2.6)
Indeed, let Oj, j “ 1, 2, . . . , n ` 1, be a sequence of regular open sets such that
O Ă On`1 Ă On`1 Ă On Ă . . . Ă Oj`1 Ă Oj`1 Ă Oj . . . Ă O1 Ă O1 Ă Ω and ϕj,
j “ 1, 2, . . ., be a corresponding sequence of regular functions such that ϕjpxq P r0, 1s,
x P Ω, and ϕjpxq ” 0, for x P ΩzOj and ϕjpxq ” 1, for x P Oj`1. We recall that, by
the remarks following Proposition 2.1, one already knows that the estimates (2.5)
hold for any k P N. We remark that ϕ1u is a solution of the elliptic equation
∆pϕ1uq “ ϕ1
du
dt
` u∆ϕ1 ` 2∇u ¨∇ϕ1 ´ ϕ1fpx, u,∇uq (2.7)
where ϕ1
du
dt
`u∆ϕ1` 2∇u ¨∇ϕ1´ϕ1fpx, u,∇uq belongs to W 3´1,ppO1qXW 1,p0 pO1q.
By the elliptic regularity results, ϕ1u belongs to W
3`1,ppO1q and
sup
tPR
}ϕ1uptq}W 3`1,ppO1q ď C3`1pO1, R, 0, ϕ1q , (2.8)
where C3`1pO1, R, 0, ϕ1q is a positive constant depending only on O1, R, ϕ1. Like-
wise, writing the elliptic equality satisfied by ∆pϕ1p
dk
dtk
uqq and using the equalities
(2.2) and (2.3), one shows, by recursion on k, that d
k
dtk
pϕ1uq belongs to W
3`1,ppO1q
and
sup
tPR
}
dk
dtk
pϕ1uqptq}W 3`1,ppO1q ď C3`1pO1, R, k, ϕ1q , (2.9)
where C3`1pO1, R, k, ϕ1q is a positive constant depending only on O1, R, k and ϕ1.
We notice that d
k
dtk
pϕ1uqpxq “
dk
dtk
upxq, for any x P O2.
We next assume that d
k
dtk
pϕjuq belongs to W
3`j,ppOjq and that the estimates
(2.8) and (2.9) hold with 1 replaced by j. Remarking that ϕj`1u is a solution of the
elliptic equation
∆pϕj`1uq “ ϕj`1
du
dt
` u∆ϕj`1 ` 2∇u ¨∇ϕj`1 ´ ϕj`1fpx, u,∇uq (2.10)
where ϕj`1
du
dt
`u∆ϕj`1`2∇u¨∇ϕj`1´ϕj`1fpx, u,∇uq belongs to W 3`j´1,ppOj`1qX
W 1,p0 pOj`1q, we at once show that ϕj`1u belongs toW
3`j`1,ppOj`1qXW
1,p
0 pOj`1q and that
the estimate (2.8) holds with 1 replaced by j ` 1. Likewise, one shows by recursion
on k that d
k
dtk
pϕj`1uq belongs to W
3`j`1,ppOj`1q and that the estimate (2.9) holds
with 1 replaced by j ` 1. Thus, we have proved by recursion on n and k that d
k
dtk
puq
belongs to W 3`n,ppOq and that the estimates (2.6) are satisfied.
The general estimate (2.1) is a direct consequence of the estimates (2.6) and the
classical Sobolev embedding theorem. ˝
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2.2 The linear and linear adjoint equations
Let 0 ď s ă T and let ap¨q P C1pr0, T s, L8pΩqq and bp¨q P C1pr0, T s,W 1,8pΩqdq. We
consider solutions v of the linear parabolic equation
vtpx, tq “∆Dvpx, tq ` apx, tqvpx, tq ` bpx, tq.∇vpx, tq , t ą s, x P Ω,
vpx, sq “vs .
(2.11)
In what follows, we denote Aptq the operator
Aptq “ ∆D ` apx, tq.` bpx, tq.∇ .
Equation (2.11) arises either when one linearizes the parabolic equation (1.1) along
a solution u, in which case we have
"
apx, tq “ f 1upx, upx, tq,∇upx, tqq
bpx, tq “ f 1∇upx, upx, tq,∇upx, tqq
(2.12)
or when one considers the difference vptq “ u2ptq ´ u1ptq between two solutions u1
and u2 of (1.1), in which case we have
#
apx, tq “
ş1
0
f 1upx, pθu2 ` p1´ θqu1qpx, tq,∇pθu2 ` p1´ θqu1qpx, tqqdθ
bpx, tq “
ş1
0
f 1∇upx, pθu2 ` p1´ θqu1qpx, tq,∇pθu2 ` p1´ θqu1qpx, tqqdθ
(2.13)
Notice that, since f belongs to C2pΩ ˆ R ˆ Rd,Rq, due to Proposition 2.1, in both
cases the coefficients of (2.11) belong to C1pp0, T s,W 1,8pΩqq. Since in what follows,
we are mainly applying the results of this section to bounded complete trajectories,
we can consider, without loss of generality, that the coefficients of (2.11) belong to
C1pr0, T s,W 1,8pΩqq.
Proposition 2.3. Let r P r1,8q and let vs P L
rpΩq. Equation (2.11) has a unique
solution vptq ” Upt, sqvs P C0prs, T s, LrpΩqqXC1pps, T s, LrpΩqqXC0pps, T s,W 2,rpΩqX
W 1,r0 pΩqq satisfying vpsq “ vs. Moreover, v : t P ps, T s ÞÑ vptq P X
α is Hölder
continuous and belongs to C1pps, T s, LqpΩqq X C0pps, T s,W 2,qpΩq XW 1,q0 pΩqq for any
q P r1,`8s. In particular v P C0pps, T s, C1pΩqq.
Proof: For the existence, uniqueness and regularity of the solution of vptq ”
Upt, sqvs in C0prs, T s, LrpΩqq X C1pps, T s, LrpΩqq X C0pps, T s,W 2,rpΩq XW 1,r0 pΩqq, we
refer to [31, Theorem 7.1.3]. To prove that vptq belongs to any space LqpΩq (and
thus to Xα), we will use a bootstrap argument. Assume that vs belongs to L
rpΩq
and set r “ r0. By [31, Theorem 7.1.3], vps ` δq P W
2,r0pΩq for any δ ą 0. If
d ´ 2r0 ď 0, then, vps ` δq P W
2,r0pΩq Ă LqpΩq, for any positive number q ě 1, by
the classical Sobolev embedding. If, d ´ 2r0 ą 0, again by the Sobolev embedding
theorem, vps` δq P W 2,r0pΩq Ă Lr1pΩq, for r1 “ dr0{pd´ 2r0q “ r0 ` 2r
2
0{pd´ 2r0q.
We again apply [31, Theorem 7.1.3] to deduce that vps ` 2δq P W 2,r1pΩq, for any
δ ą 0. Again, if d ´ 2r1 ą 0, we obtain that vpt ` 2δq P W
2,r2pΩq Ă Lr2pΩq, for
r2 “ dr1{pd´ 2r1q ě r1` 2r
2
1{pd´ 2r1q ě r0` 2r
2
0{pd´ 2r0q` 2r
2
1{pd´ 2r1q. Clearly,
since the increment r ÞÑ 2r{pd ´ 2rq is increasing until d ´ 2r ď 0, after a finite
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number of steps, we obtain that vptq P LqpΩq. ˝
Proposition 2.3 tells that Equation (2.11) generates a family of evolution opera-
tors Upt, sq on LppΩq, which is extended to LrpΩq for any r ě 1.
Let now 1 ă p ă `8, which implies that X “ LppΩq is reflexive. Denote by p˚
the conjugate exponent of p, that is, p˚ “ p{pp´1q; consider the adjoint space X˚ “
pLppΩqq˚ “ Lp
˚
pΩq of X and the adjoint evolution operator Upt, sq˚ : X˚ Ñ X˚. Let
T ą 0; for ψT P L
p˚pΩq, we define the function ψ : s P r0, T s ÞÑ ψpsq “ UpT, sq˚ψT .
In general, ψpsq is only a weak˚ solution of the equation
Bsψpx, sq “ ´∆Dψpx, sq ´ apx, sqψpx, sq ` divpbpx, sqψpx, sqq (2.14)
with px, sq P Ω ˆ p0, T q and with final data ψpT q “ ψT in the weak-˚ sense. More
precisely, s P r0, T q ÞÑ ψpsq P X˚ is locally Hölder continuous, for each φ P X,
xφ, ψpsqy Ñ xφ, ψT y when sÑ T
´ and, for each φ P DpA˚q, pφ, ψpsqq is differentiable
on r0, T q with Btpφ, ψpsqq “ pApsqφ, ψpsqq.
Usually, ψpsq “ UpT, sq˚ψT is only a solution of (2.14) in a weak sense. But
here, since ap¨q P C1pr0, T s, L8pΩqq and bp¨q P C1pr0, T s,W 1,8pΩqdq, ψpsq is a strong
solution of (2.14), as we shall see in the proposition below. Notice that (2.14) is a
parabolic equation solved backwards in time.
Proposition 2.4.
1) With the above notations, ψpsq “ UpT, sq˚ψT belongs to C1pr0, T q, X˚qXC0pr0, T q,
W 2,p
˚
pΩq XW 1,p
˚
0 pΩqq. Moreover, it satisfies (2.14) in the strong sense and ψpsq
belongs to C1pr0, T q, LqpΩqq X C0pr0, T q,W 2,qpΩq XW 1,q0 pΩqq for any q ě 1.
2) Let ψ̃T P X
˚. For any 0 ă η ă T , ψ̃T´η “ UpT, T ´ ηq
˚pp´∆Dq
αq˚ψ̃T
is well defined in X˚. Hence, for s ă T ´ η, ψ̃psq “ UpT ´ η, sq˚ψ̃T´η “
UpT, sq˚pp´∆Dq
αq˚ψ̃T belongs to C1pr0, T ´ ηq, X˚q X C0pr0, T ´ ηq,W 2,p
˚
pΩq X
W 1,p
˚
0 pΩqq and a strong solution of (2.14).
Proof: The first part of the proposition is a direct consequence of [31, Theorem
7.3.1] on the existence and regularity of solutions for the adjoint equation and on
the fact that the coefficients have the regularity ap¨q P C1pr0, T s, L8pΩqq and bp¨q P
C1pr0, T s,W 1,8pΩqdq. The fact that ψpsq belongs to any LqpΩq is proved by recursion
as in Proposition 2.3.
To show the second part of the proposition, let ψ̃T P X
˚ and let ϕ P X “
LppΩq. By Proposition 2.3, UpT, T ´ ηqϕ belongs to Xα “ Dpp´∆Dq
αq and thus
xψ̃T |p´∆Dq
αUpT, T´ηqϕyLp˚ ,Lp is well defined. Therefore, UpT, T´ηq
˚pp´∆Dq
αq˚ψ̃T
is well defined and belongs to Lp
˚
pΩq. To finish, we apply [31, Theorem 7.3.1] (or
the first part of the proposition) to the initial data ψT “ UpT, T ´ηq
˚pp´∆Dq
αq˚ψ̃T .
˝
2.3 Unique continuation properties
In this section, we recall some important unique continuation properties satisfied by
the linear parabolic equation (2.11). We enhance that these properties will apply to
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solutions vptq P Xα of (2.11) with coefficients given by (2.12) or (2.13). Hence, we
may apply it to the difference of two solutions of the nonlinear parabolic equation
(1.1). In particular, the unique continuation properties below will have fundamental
consequences on the properties of the dynamics of (1.1), such as the injectivity of
the flow.
The following result is a direct consequence of the backward uniqueness property
stated in [4, Theorem II.1].
Proposition 2.5.
1) Let T ą 0. Let apx, tq P L8pΩ ˆ p0, T qq and let bpx, tq P L8pΩ ˆ p0, T qqd.
Let vptq P L2pp0, T q, H10 pΩqq be a solution of the linear parabolic equation (2.11).
Then, vpT q ” 0 in Ω if and only if v vanishes identically in p0, T q ˆ Ω.
2) Likewise, assume that apx, tq P L8pΩ ˆ p0, T qq, that bpx, tq P L8pΩ ˆ p0, T qqd
and that Dxibpx, tq P L
8pΩˆ p0, T qqd, 0 ď i ď d. Let ψptq P L2pp0, T q, H10 pΩqq be
a solution of the adjoint linear equation (2.14). Then, ψp0q ” 0 in Ω if and only
if ψ vanishes identically in p0, T q ˆ Ω.
Let now u1 and u2 be two solutions on the time interval r0, T s of the equation
(1.1). We already remarked that vptq “ u2ptq ´ u1ptq satisfies the linear equation
(2.11) with the coefficients a and b given by (2.13). By Proposition 2.1, the coef-
ficients a, b and the function vptq satisfy the regularity assumptions of the above
proposition 2.5. Thus, if u1pT q “ u2pT q, then u1 ” u2 on r0, T s. This leads to state
the following corollary.
Corollary 2.6. Let T ą 0. Let u1ptq and u2ptq be two solutions on the time interval
r0, T s of the equation (1.1). If u1pT q “ u2pT q, then u1ptq “ u2ptq, for any t P r0, T s.
In other terms, the local dynamical system Sf ptq generated by (1.1) has the backward
uniqueness property.
The following result is proved in [62] and shows that the set of the zeros of the
solutions of the linear parabolic equation is a closed set with empty interior.
Proposition 2.7. Let T ą 0, a and b be as in Proposition 2.5. We assume that
vpx, tq P L2pp0, T q, H2pΩq X H10 pΩqq is a solution of the linear parabolic equation
(2.11). If vpx, tq vanishes on an open non-empty subset of Ω ˆ p0, T q, then vpx, tq
identically vanishes on Ωˆ p0, T q.
A similar result has been obtained for the strong solutions of the adjoint equation
in [17, Corollary 2.12].
Proposition 2.8. Let T ą 0. Let apx, sq P L8pΩˆ p0, T qq and let bpx, sq P L8pΩˆ
p0, T qqd. Let ψpsq P L2pp0, T q, H2pΩq XH10 pΩqq be a solution of the adjoint equation
(2.14). If ψpx, tq vanishes on an open non-empty subset of Ω ˆ p0, T q, then ψpx, tq
identically vanishes on Ωˆ p0, T q.
In the particular case of smooth solutions of (2.11) (typically if one considers
global bounded solutions and a smooth non-linearity f), we will need stronger prop-
erties on the zeros of the solutions in Section 4.
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We say that v vanishes to infinite order in both the space and time variables
at px0, t0q if, for any k ě 1, there is a constant Ck ą 0, such that, for any px, tq P
Ωˆ r´T, 0s,
|vpx, tq| ď Ckp|x´ x0|
2
` |t´ t0|q
k{2 . (2.15)
We shall often apply the following unique continuation result of Escauriaza and
Fernández [15].
Proposition 2.9. Assume that v P C0pp´T, 0s, C2pΩqqXC1pp´T, 0s, C1pΩqq is a solu-
tion of (2.11) and satisfies either homogeneous Dirichlet or homogeneous Neumann
boundary conditions. Suppose that v vanishes to infinite order at px0, 0q in both the
space and time variables in the sense of (2.15). Assume moreover that there exists
a positive constant K such that for any px, tq P Ωˆ p´T, 0s,
|vtpx, tq ´∆vpx, tq| ď Kp|∇vpx, tq| ` |vpx, tq|q . (2.16)
Then, vpx, 0q vanishes for any x P Ω and therefore vpx, tq identically vanishes in
Ωˆ r´T, 0s.
We say that v vanishes to infinite order in space at px0, t0q if, for any k ě 1,
there is a constant Ck ą 0, such that
|vpx, t0q| ď Ck|x´ x0|
k . (2.17)
From Proposition 2.9 and [2, Theorem 1], we deduce the following unique continua-
tion result for solutions v P C0pp´T, 0s, C2pΩqq X C1pp´T, 0s, C1pΩqq of (2.16), which
vanish to infinite order in space. The following result can also be deduced from
Proposition 2.9, a simple computation and, a recursion argument when vpx, tq is a
C8-function in the variables px, tq. Indeed, if for example vpx, t0q vanishes to order
2 (resp. 4) in space at px0, t0q, then, due to the equation (2.11), vtpx, t0q vanishes
to order 0 (resp. 2) in space at px0, t0q. Moreover, if vpx, t0q vanishes to order 4
in space at px0, t0q, deriving the equation (2.11) with respect to t, one shows that
vttpx, tq vanishes at order 0 in space. Finally, continuing the recursion argument on
k and on the derivatives with respect to t, one shows that v vanishes to infinite order
at px0, t0q in both the space and time variables in the sense of (2.15)
Proposition 2.10. Assume that v P C0pp´T, 0s, C2pΩqqXC1pp´T, 0s, C1pΩqq satisfies
the inequality (2.16) and either homogeneous Dirichlet or homogeneous Neumann
boundary conditions. Suppose also that v vanishes to infinite order in space at
px0, 0q, for some x0 P Ω. Then, vpx, 0q vanishes for any x P Ω and therefore vpx, tq
identically vanishes in Ωˆ r´T, 0s.
3 The local infinite-dimensional dynamical sys-
tem Sfptq
In this section, we recall some basic properties of the local dynamical system Sf ptq
generated by the parabolic equation (1.1) on Xα (if the dependence on f is clear,
we simply write Sptq). As we have seen in the introduction, the hyperbolicity of
the critical elements (that is, the equilibrium points and periodic orbits) and the
transversality of the stable and unstable manifolds play a primordial role. Thus, we
will focus on recalling the definitions and main properties of these objects.
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3.1 Critical elements and hyperbolicity
Let e P Xα be an equilibrium point of (1.1). The linearization pDuSptqeq of the
dynamical system Sptq at e is given by the linear semigroup eLet on Xα, where
Le : Dp∆Dq ÞÑ L
ppΩq is the linear operator defined by
Lev “ ∆Dv ` f
1
upx, epxq,∇epxqqv ` f 1∇upx, epxq,∇epxqq.∇v .
The operator ´Le is a sectorial operator and a Fredholm operator with compact
resolvent. Therefore, the spectrum of Le consists of a sequence of isolated eigenvalues
of finite multiplicity, the norms of which converge to infinity. Since the resolvent of
Le : X Ñ X is compact, the linear C0-semigroup e
Let from X into X is compact
and its spectrum consists of a sequence of isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity
converging to 0. By [49, Chapter 2, Theorem 2.4], µ is an eigenvalue of eLe if and
only if µ “ eλ, where λ is an eigenvalue of Le.
Definition 3.1. The equilibrium point e is said simple if 1 does not belong to the
spectrum of eLe. The equilibrium point e is hyperbolic if eLe has no spectrum on
the unit circle S1 ” tz P C | |z| “ 1u.
In the case of the equation (1.1), we may equivalently say that the equilibrium
point e is simple if and only if 0 is not an eigenvalue of Le and that it is hyperbolic
if and only if Le has no eigenvalue with zero real part.
The Morse index ipeq is the (finite) number of eigenvalues of eLe of norm
strictly larger than 1 (counted with their multiplicities) or equivalently the number
of eigenvalues of Le with positive real part.
Let pptq be a periodic solution of the scalar parabolic equation (1.1) with period
ω ą 0. This periodic solution describes the periodic orbit Γ “ tpptq | t P r0, ωqu.
The linearization of the dynamical system Sptq along pptq is given by the evolution
operator Πf,ppt, sq : vs P X
α ÞÑ vptq P Xα, t ě s, where vpτq solves the non-
autonomous equation
"
Bτvpx, τq “ ∆vpx, τq ` f
1
upx, p,∇pqvpx, τq ` f 1∇upx, p,∇pq∇vpx, τq
vpx, sq “ vspxq .
(3.1)
The operator Πf,ppω, 0q is called the (corresponding) period map. One remarks
that Πf,ppt`ω, tq “ Πf,ppt`mω, t`pm´ 1qωq for any t ě 0 and any m P N. Notice
that Btpptq is a solution of (3.1) and thus that 1 is an eigenvalue of Πf,ppω, 0q with
eigenvector Btpp0q. We emphasize that, due to the smoothing properties in finite
positive time of the parabolic equation (3.1), the operator Πf,ppt, sq : X
α Ñ Xα,
t ą s, is compact. Therefore, the spectrum of Πf,ppt ` ω, tq consists of a sequence
of isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity, converging to 0. As for the linearized
operator eLe at the equilibrium point e, 0 is the only point where the spectrum of
Πf,ppt` ω, tq accumulates. Actually, by the backward uniqueness property, 0 is not
an eigenvalue neither of eLe , nor of Πf,ppt`ω, tq. By [31, Lemma 7.2.2], the spectrum
σpΠf,ppt` ω, tqq of Πf,ppt` ω, tq is independent of t P r0,`8q. For this reason, the
following definition makes sense.
To simplify the notation, when there is no confusion, we will simply write Πpt, sq
instead of Πf,ppt, sq.
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Definition 3.2. A periodic solution pptq of period ω is simple or non-degenerate
if the number 1 is a simple (isolated) eigenvalue of Πf,ppω, 0q.
The periodic solution pptq is hyperbolic if Πf,ppω, 0q has no spectrum on the
unit circle S1 except the eigenvalue one, which is simple and isolated.
Since Πf,ppω, 0q is a compact operator, the periodic solution pptq is hyperbolic if
and only if 1 is a simple, isolated eigenvalue of Πf,ppω, 0q and is the only eigenvalue
on the unit circle.
The Morse index ippq of pp¨q, or the Morse index ipΓq of Γ, is the (finite)
number of eigenvalues of Πf,ppω, 0q of norm strictly larger than 1 (counted with their
multiplicities).
In what follows, we will sometimes say that the periodic orbit Γ “ tpptq | t P
r0, ωqu is simple (resp. hyperbolic), instead of saying that pptq is simple (resp.
hyperbolic).
A first important consequence of the simplicity property is the persistence of
equilibrium points and periodic orbits under perturbations.
Theorem 3.3. Let r ě 2 be given and let f0 P C
r.
1) Let e0 be a simple equilibrium point of (1.1) with f “ f0. There exist a neigh-
borhood N of f0 in Cr and a neighborhood U of e0 in Xα such that, for any f P N ,
there exists a unique equilibrium point epfq in U . This equilibrium depends con-
tinuously on f P Cr. In addition, the eigenvalues of Lepfq continuously depend on
f P Cr.
Moreover, if e0 is hyperbolic, the neighborhoods N and U can be chosen small
enough so that epfq is also hyperbolic and so that the Morse index ipeq is equal
to ipe0q.
2) Let p0ptq be a simple periodic solution with period (resp. minimal period) ω0 of
(1.1) for f “ f0. There exist a neighborhood N of f0 in Cr, a positive number
η and a neighborhood U of Γ0 “ tp0ptq | t P r0, ω0qu in Xα such that, for any
f P N , there exists a unique periodic orbit Γpfq “ tppfqptq | t P r0, ωpfqqu in U ,
of period (resp. minimal period) ωpfq with |ωpfq´ω0| ď η. The period ωpfq and
the periodic orbit Γpfq continuously depend on f . In addition, the eigenvalues of
Πf,ppfqpωpfq, 0q continuously depend on f P C
r.
Moreover, if f0 is hyperbolic, the neighborhoods N and U and η ą 0 can be chosen
small enough so that the periodic solution ppfqptq is hyperbolic and so that the
Morse index ipppfqq is equal to the Morse-index ipp0q.
Proof: The first statement about the persistence of simple equilibria e0 is very
classical. Assume that }e0}L8 ď m and }∇e0}L8 ď m. Then, applying the implicit
function theorem or the fixed point theorem of strict contraction (see the proof
[7, Lemma 4.c.2]), one shows that there exist a neighborhood N0 of f0 in CrpΩ ˆ
r´2m, 2ms ˆ r´2m, 2msdq and a neighborhood U of e0 in Xα such that for any
f P N0, there exists a unique equilibrium point epfq in U . This equilibrium depends
continuously of f P N0 and, moreover, all the other properties of the first statement
hold. Using the restriction mapping R of Section 2.1, we conclude that there exists
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a neighborhood N of f0 in Cr such that, for any f P N , there exists a unique
equilibrium point epfq in U and that all the other properties of the first statement
hold.
Let p0ptq be a simple periodic solution of period ω0 ą 0 of (1.1) for f “ f0. As-
sume that suptPr0,ω0q }p0ptq}L8 ď m and suptPr0,ω0q }∇p0ptq}L8 ď m. The statement
of the persistence of a simple periodic solution pf ptq near p0ptq with period ωf close
to ω0 and also of the uniqueness (up to a time translation) of this periodic solution, if
f belongs to a small enough neighborhood of f0 in CrpΩˆr´2m, 2msˆr´2m, 2msdq,
is a direct consequence of [31, Theorem 8.3.2]; it is proved by using the method of
Poincaré sections and the implicit function theorem or the fixed point theorem of
strict contraction (for further results in the case where the perturbations are less
regular, see also [23] and [24]). One concludes like in the proof of the statement 1)
by using the restriction mapping R of Section 2.1.
The continuous dependence of the eigenvalues of Lepfq or of Πf,ppfqpωpfq, 0q with
respect to f P Cr is a consequence of the proof of the continuity results of Kato
(see [40, Theorems IX.24, IV.31, IV.3.18]) and of the properties of the restriction
mapping R. Detailed proofs of continuity of the point spectrum can also be found
in [22, Section 3]. ˝
Notice that a periodic solution pptq of period ω can be simple, whereas the same
periodic solution pptq, considered as periodic solution of period nω can be non-
simple. This is the case when the spectrum of Πf,ppω, 0q contains a n-th root of 1.
Thus, in the statement 2) of Theorem 3.3, when p0ptq is a simple periodic solution
of period ω0 of (1.1) for f “ f0, we do not know if Γpfq “ tppfqptq | t P r0, ωpfqqu
is the unique periodic orbit of (1.1) in the neighborhood U of Γ0 if f belongs to
N . Indeed,if the spectrum of Πf0,p0pω0, 0q contains a n-th root of unity, then it is
possible that new periodic orbits of period close to nω0 are created (in the case
where n “ 2, it is the famous “period-doubling bifurcation”).
Of course, when p0ptq is hyperbolic, no such new periodic solutions can be created
and Γpfq is still isolated in the set of periodic orbits. Hyperbolicity is a notion
independent of the chosen period.
3.2 Stable and unstable manifolds
We recall that a critical element means either an equilibrium point or a periodic
orbit of (1.1).
Definition 3.4. Let C be a critical element of (1.1). The global stable and
unstable sets of C are respectively defined as
W spCq “ tu0 P Xα |Sf ptqu0 ÝÝÝÝÑ
tÑ`8
Cu ,
W upCq “ tu0 P Xα | @ t ď 0, Sf ptqu0 is well defined and Sf ptqu0 ÝÝÝÝÑ
tÑ´8
Cu .
Likewise, if UC is a neighborhood of C in Xα, we introduce the local stable and
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unstable sets of C defined as
W spC, UCq ” W slocpCq ” tu0 P UC |Sf ptqu0 P UC, t ě 0u ,
W upC, UCq ” W ulocpCq ” tu0 P UC | @ t ď 0, Sf ptqu0 is well defined and stays in UCu.
If we need to specify the dependence with respect to the non-linearity f , we
will denote these manifolds as W spC, UC, fq and W upC, UC, fq or as W slocpC, fq and
W ulocpC, fq.
Let e0 be an equilibrium point of (1.1) and let pDuSptqe0q “ e
Le0 t be the corre-
sponding linearized operator around e0. We denote by Pu (resp. Ps) the projection
in Xα onto the space generated by the (generalized) eigenfunctions of eLe0 corre-
sponding to the eigenvalues with modulus strictly larger than 1 (resp. with modulus
strictly smaller than 1). Let Xαu “ PupX
αq and Xαs “ PspX
αq. We have seen that,
in the case of the parabolic equation (1.1), the Morse index of every hyperbolic
equilibrium point is finite, which implies that PupXq “ PupX
αq.
The following theorem states the existence of the local stable and unstable man-
ifolds near hyperbolic equilibrium points. The result is very classical. In the case
of a vector field on a finite-dimensional compact manifold, we refer the reader to
[1], [47], [35] for example, and in the infinite dimensional case, we refer to [31], [26],
[25], [11], [59].
Theorem 3.5. Let f0 be given in C
r, r ě 2, and let e0 be a hyperbolic equilibrium
point of Sf0ptq. Then there is a neighborhood U0 of e0 such that the local unstable
manifold W upe0, U0q (resp. the local stable manifold W
spe0, U0q) is a Cr-submanifold
of dimension ipe0q (resp. codimension ipe0q), which is tangent to X
α
u (resp. X
α
s ) at
e0.
More precisely, there exist a neighborhood U0 of e0 in X
α, two mappings hupf0q ”
h0u : PuX
α Ñ PsX
α and hspf0q ” h
0
s : PsX
α Ñ PuX
α of class Cr such that h0up0q “ 0,
Dh0up0q “ 0, h
0
sp0q “ 0, Dh
0
sp0q “ 0 and
W ulocpe0, f0q ” W
u
pe0, U0, f0q
“ tv P U0 | v “ e0 ` Pupv ´ e0q ` h
0
upPupv ´ e0qqu
W slocpe0, f0q ” W
s
pe0, U0, f0q
“ tv P U0 | v “ e0 ` Pspv ´ e0q ` h
0
spPspv ´ e0qqu . (3.2)
Furthermore, the convergence rates to the origin are exponential. More precisely,
there are positive constants k1, k2 and constants 0 ă γ2 ă 1 ă γ1, such that,
}Sf0ptqx}X ď k1γ
t
1 , @ t ď 0 , @x P W
u
pe0, U0q ,
}Sf0ptqx}X ď k2γ
t
2 , @ t ě 0 , @x P W
s
pe0, U0q .
(3.3)
In addition, the local stable and unstable manifolds “continuously” depend of the
nonlinear map f . More precisely, there exists ρ ą 0 and, for any ε ą 0, there is a
neighborhood N of f0 in Cr such that, for any f P N , Sf ptq has a unique equilibrium
point epfq in the ball BXαpe0, ρq of center e0 and radius ρ in X
α, and }epfq´e0}Xα ď
ε. Moreover, the corresponding local unstable and local stable manifolds of epfq are
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given by
W ulocpepfq, fq ” W
u
pepfq, U0, fq
“ tv P U0 | v “ epfq ` Pupv ´ epfqq ` hupfqpPupv ´ epfqqqu
W slocpepfq, fq ” W
s
locpepfq, U0, fq
“ tv P U0 | v “ epfq ` Pspv ´ epfqq ` hspfqpPspv ´ epfqqqu ,
where hupfq : PuX
α Ñ PsX
α and hspfq : PsX
α Ñ PuX
α are maps of class Cr such
that hupfqp0q “ 0, hspfqp0q “ 0 and }hupfq ´ h
0
u}Cr ď ε and }hspfq ´ h
0
s}Cr ď ε.
Finally, for any f P N , the above constants ki, γi are independent of f .
Proof: We refer to [31, Theorems 5.2.1. and 5.2.2] for the existence of the local sta-
ble and unstable manifolds in the case of a hyperbolic equilibrium point of a parabolic
equation. To obtain the last part of the Theorem, that is the smooth dependence
with respect to f , we simply use a fixed point theorem with parameter. Indeed, the
proof of Theorem 5.2.1 of [31] consists in constructing the mappings hu and hs as
fixed points of suitable contraction mappings. These maps depend smoothly on f
and thus remain contractions mappings for f close to f0 and their fixed points hupfq
and hspfq depend smoothly on f . Notice that in general Dhupfqp0q and Dhspfqp0q
do not vanish, but are only small of order ε. ˝
Let ppx, tq be a hyperbolic periodic solution of (1.1) of minimal period ω ą 0,
let Γ “ tpptq | t P r0, ωqu be the associated orbit and let Πpt, 0q : Xα Ñ Xα, be the
associated evolution operator defined by the linearized equation (3.1). We denote
µi, i P N, the eigenvalues of the period map Πpω, 0q. Since ppx, tq is a hyperbolic
periodic solution, the intersection of the spectrum of Πpω, 0q with the unit circle
S1 of C reduces to the eigenvalue 1, which is a simple (isolated) eigenvalue. We
recall that, if ppaq, a P r0, ωq, is another point of the periodic orbit, the spectrum
of DupSf pω, 0qppaqq coincides with the one of Πpω, 0q whereas the corresponding
eigenfunctions depend on the point ppaq.
We denote Pupaq (resp. Pcpaq, resp. Pspaq) the projection in X
α onto the space
generated by the (generalized) eigenfunctions of DupSf pω, 0qppaqq corresponding to
the eigenvalues with modulus strictly larger than 1 (resp. equal to 1, resp. with
modulus strictly smaller than 1).
Since a hyperbolic periodic orbit is a particular case of a normally hyperbolic
C1 manifold, we may apply, for example, the existence results of [5], [34], [35] or
[59, Theorem 14.2 and Remark 14.3] and thus, we may state the following theorem.
Other methods of proofs are also given in [1], [35], [26], [25] and [47].
Theorem 3.6. Let f0 be given in C
r, r ě 2, and let Γ0 “ tp0ptq | t P r0, ω0qu be a
hyperbolic periodic orbit of Eq. (1.1) of minimal period ω0 ą 0.
1) There exists a small neighborhood UΓ0 of Γ0 in X
α such that the local unstable
and stable sets
W ulocpΓ0q ” W
u
pΓ0, UΓ0q “ tu0 P X
α
|Sf0ptqu0 P UΓ0 , @t ď 0u
W slocpΓ0q ” W
s
pΓ0, UΓ0q “ tu0 P X
α
|Sf0ptqu0 P UΓ0 , @t ě 0u
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are (embedded) C1-submanifolds of Xα of dimension ipΓ0q ` 1 and codimension
ipΓ0q respectively.
2) Moreover, W slocpΓ0q and W
u
locpΓ0q are fibrated by the local strongly stable (resp.
unstable) manifolds at each point p0paq P Γ0, that is,
W slocpΓ0q “ YaPr0,ω0qW
ss
locpp0paqq , W
u
locpΓ0q “ YaPr0,ω0qW
su
locpp0paqq ,
where there exist positive constants r̃0, κ0 and κ
˚
0 such that
W sslocpp0paqq “tu0 P X
α
| }Sf0ptqu0 ´ p0pa` tq}Xα ă r̃0 , @t ě 0 ,
lim
tÑ8
eκ0t}Sf0ptqu0 ´ p0pa` tq}Xα “ 0u ,
W sulocpp0paqq “tu0 P X
α
| }Sf0ptqu0 ´ p0pa` tq}Xα ă r̃0 , @t ď 0 ,
lim
tÑ´8
eκ
˚
0 t}Sf0ptqu0 ´ p0pa` tq}Xα “ 0u .
(3.4)
For any a P r0, ω0q, W
su
locpp0paqq (resp. W
ss
locpp0paqq) is a Cr-submanifold of Xα
of dimension ipΓq (resp. of codimension ipΓq ` 1) tangent at p0paq to PupaqX
α
(resp. PspaqX
α).
3) Finally, the local stable and unstable manifolds of the periodic orbit continuously
depend on the nonlinear map f P Cr.
We have seen that the local stable and unstable manifolds are Cr graphs over
PsX
α and PuX
α respectively. In general, the global stable and unstable manifolds
are not embedded submanifolds of Xα.
Adapting the proof of [31, Theorem 6.1.9], one easily shows the following result.
Theorem 3.7. Let f P Cr, r ě 2, be given.
1) Let e0 be a hyperbolic equilibrium point of (1.1). Then, the global unstable
set W upe0q (resp. global stable set W
spe0q) is an injectively immersed invariant
manifold of class Cr in Xα of dimension (resp. of codimension) ipe0q.
2) Likewise, let Γ0 “ tp0ptq | t P r0, ω0su be a hyperbolic periodic orbit of mini-
mal period ω0 ą 0. Then, the global unstable set W
upΓ0q (resp. global stable
set W spΓ0q) is an injectively immersed invariant manifold of class Cr in Xα of
dimension ipΓ0q ` 1 (resp. of codimension ipΓ0q).
Proof: We will give the proof in the case of a hyperbolic equilibrium e0, since the
proof is very similar in the case of a hyperbolic periodic orbit.
Proof for the unstable manifold: For every m P N, we introduce the open set
U0pmq “ tx P U0 |Sf ptqx is well defined, 0 ď t ď mu ,
where U0 is the neighborhood of e0, in which the local stable and unstable manifolds
are given as graphs (see Theorem 3.5). By Proposition 2.1, U0pmq is an open subset
of U0 and thus W
u
locpe0q X U0pmq is an open subset of W
u
locpe0q. We readily check
that
W upe0q “ Y
`8
m“0Sf pmqpW
u
locpe0q X U0pmqq . (3.5)
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Moreover, since W ulocpe0q is negatively invariant, we have, for any m P N,
Sf pmqpW
u
locpe0q X U0pmqq Ă Sf pm` 1qpW
u
locpe0q X U0pm` 1qq .
By Corollary 2.6, Sf pmq is an injective map from U0pmq into X
α. Moreover, by
Proposition 2.5, for any x P U0pmq, DuSf ptqx is an injective map from X
α into
itself, thus Sf pmq|U0pmq is an injective Cr-immersion. By Theorem 3.5, W ulocpe0q is
the image of an injective Cr-map Hu from the open ball BRkp0, 1q of center 0 and
radius 1 of Rk into Xα, where k “ ipe0q. Moreover, the derivative DHupyq has rank
k at each point y P BRkp0, 1q. We recall that H
´1
u pW
u
locpe0q X U0pmqq is an open
subset V pk,mq of BRkp0, 1q. It follows that Sf pmqW
u
locpe0q XU0pmqq is the image of
the injective Cr-immersion Sf pmq˝Hu : V pk,mq Ñ Xα and thus is a Cr-submanifold
of dimension k. Since the invariance is obvious, Statement 1) is proved.
Proof for the stable manifold: We first remark that
W spe0q “ Y
`8
m“0Sf pmq
´1
pW slocpe0qq . (3.6)
Moreover, since W slocpe0q is positively invariant, we have, for any m P N,
Sf pmq
´1
pW slocpe0qq Ă Sf pm` 1q
´1
pW slocpe0qq .
As a consequence of the property (3.2) in Theorem 3.5, where h0s is a Cr-map of PsXα
into the k-dimensional space PuX
α and where Dh0sp0q “ 0, W
s
locpe0q is actually
represented as the set tv P U0 | gpvq “ 0u, where g : x P U0 ÞÑ gpxq P Rk is a
map of class Cr and Dgpvq has constant rank k at every point v P g´1p0q. By
[31, Theorem 7.3.3], DSf pmqu has dense range at every point u P X
α at which
Sf pmqu exists if pDSf pmquq
˚ is injective. By Proposition 2.5, the adjoint equation
(2.14) also satisfies the backward uniqueness property. Thus DSf pmqu has dense
range at every point u P Sf p´mqW
s
locpe0q, which implies that, at every point u P
pg ˝ Sf pmqq
´1p0q, DpgpSf pmqquq has rank k. In other terms, the mapping v Ñ
gpSf pmqvq is a submersion of constant rank k at every point u P pg ˝ Sf pmqq
´1p0q.
By a theorem on Page 12 of [44] for example, pg ˝ Sf pmqq
´1p0q is a Cr-submanifold
of Xα of codimension k. Thus, since Sfpmq is injective, W
spe0q is an injectively
immersed manifold of codimension k. Since the invariance is obvious, Statement 2)
is proved. ˝
3.3 Transversality of connecting orbits
We use here the above concepts of stable and unstable manifolds of hyperbolic
equilibrium points or periodic orbits. The definitions related to Theorem 1.1 are as
follows.
Definition 3.8. Let C˘ be two hyperbolic critical elements. We say that W upC´q
and W spC`q intersect transversally (or are transverse) and we denote it by
W upC´q&W spC`q ,
if, at each intersection point u0 P W
upC´q X W spC`q, Tu0W upC´q splits, that is,
contains a closed complement of Tu0W
spC`q in Xα.
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It is important to notice that, in this paper, the complement of Tu0W
s in Xα is
always closed since Tu0W
upC´q is finite-dimensional. Also note that, by definition,
manifolds which do not intersect are transverse.
Definition 3.9. Let C´ ‰ C` be two different hyperbolic critical elements. A
trajectory uptq of Sptq is a heteroclinic orbit connecting C´ to C` if uptq P
W upC´q XW spC`q.
Let C be a hyperbolic critical element. A trajectory uptq of Sptq is a homoclinic
orbit to C if uptq P W upCq XW spCq.
A heteroclinic or homoclinic orbit is transverse if the above intersections of
stable and unstable manifolds are transverse.
4 Singular nodal sets for linear parabolic equa-
tions with parameter
In this section, we consider a general linear parabolic equation with parameter
Btvpx, t, τq “ ∆vpx, t, τq ` apx, t, τqvpx, t, τq ` bpx, t, τq.∇xvpx, t, τq , (4.1)
in a domain Ω of Rd.
We are interested in the singular nodal set of v, that is the points px, t, τq where v
and ∇xv both vanish. To this end, we use techniques coming from [29]. The singular
nodal set of solutions of the parabolic equations, with coefficients independent of
the parameter τ , has already been studied in [28] and in [10]. Notice that we assume
that v is smooth in the variables px, tq P Ω ˆ R, but this is not a restriction since
this property holds in the applications, that we have in mind (see Section 5).
Theorem 4.1. Let I and J be open intervals of R. Let a P C8pΩ ˆ I ˆ J,Rq and
b P C8pΩ ˆ I ˆ J,Rdq be bounded coefficients. Let v be a strong solution of (4.1)
with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Let r ě 1 and assume that v is of class Cr with
respect to τ and of class C8 with respect to x and t. Assume moreover that there
are no time t P I and no parameter τ P J such that vp., t, τq ” 0. Then,
1) M “ tpx, t, τq P Ω ˆ I ˆ J | vpx, t, τq “ 0 , ∇xvpx, t, τq “ 0u is contained in a
countable union of Cr´manifolds of dimension d,
• either parametrized by t, τ and d´ 2 components of x,
• or parametrized by τ and d´ 1 components of x.
2) the set
pTNSq “ tpx0, t0q P Ωˆ I | Eτ P J such that pvpx0, t0, τq,∇vpx0, t0, τqq “ p0, 0qu
is generic in Ωˆ I.
Proof: We introduce the set
Mq “ tpx, t, τq PΩˆ I ˆ J such that for all |α| ď q , D
α
xvpx, t, τq “ 0,
and there exists α, so that |α| “ q ` 1, Dαxvpx, t, τq ‰ 0 u .
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By Proposition 2.10, if vpx, t, τq vanishes at infinite order in x, then vp., t, τq identi-
cally vanishes in Ω. By assumption, this is precluded. Thus, M “ Yqě1Mq. And,
without loss of generality, we can replace M by Mq in Property 1) of Theorem 4.1.
Let q ě 1 and px0, t0, τ0q P Ωˆ I ˆJ . Let us first prove that there exists ρ0,q ą 0
such that Property 1) of Theorem 4.1 holds with Ω ˆ I ˆ J replaced by the ball
Bppx0, t0, τ0q, ρ0,qq and M replaced by Mq. Assume that px0, t0, τ0q P Mq (otherwise
the property is trivial). There exists a multi-index β with |β| “ q ´ 1 such that
HesspDβxvpx0, t0, τ0qq ‰ 0. In particular, there exist i, j, 1 ď i, j ď d, such that
the derivative D2xixjpD
βvpx0, t0, τ0qq ‰ 0. We next consider the D
β
x derivative of the
equation (4.1). Since v vanishes at order |β|`1 at px0, t0, τ0q, we obtain the equality
d
dt
Dβvpx0, t0, τ0q “ ∆xpD
βvpx0, t0, τ0qq .
Now two cases can occur:
• Either d
dt
Dβvpx0, t0, τ0q “ 0 and thus
řd
k“1
B2
Bx2k
pDβvpx0, t0, τ0qq “ 0. In this
case, if B
2
Bx2k
pDβvpx0, t0, τ0qq “ 0 for all k, then there exist i ‰ j, such that
D2xixjpD
βvpx0, t0, τ0qq ‰ 0. By considering their i
th and jth components, we
see that ∇xDxipDβvpx0, t0, τ0qq and ∇xDxjpDβvpx0, t0, τ0qq are linearly inde-
pendent. If, on the contrary, there exists i such that B
2
Bx2i
pDβvpx0, t0, τ0qq ‰ 0,
then there also exists j ‰ i such that
B2
Bx2i
pDβvpx0, t0, τ0qq ˆ
B2
Bx2j
pDβvpx0, t0, τ0qq ă 0 .
By considering their ith and jth components, we notice again that the vectors
∇xDxipDβvpx0, t0, τ0qq and ∇xDxjpDβvpx0, t0, τ0qq are linearly independent.
To summarize, in all the cases, there exist i and j, such that the vectors
∇xDxipDβvpx0, t0, τ0qq and ∇xDxjpDβvpx0, t0, τ0qq are linearly independent.
This implies that there exists ρ0,q ą 0 such that
Bppx0, t0, τ0q, ρ0,qq X pDxiD
βvq´1p0q X pDxjD
βvq´1p0q
is an embedded Cr´submanifold Mqpx0, t0, τ0q in Rd`2 of dimension d which
contains all of Bppx0, t0, τ0q, ρ0,qq XMq. This submanifold can be written as
Mqpx0, t0, τ0q “ tpx, t, τq P Bppx0, t0, τ0q, ρ0,qq such that
pxi, xjq “ pΦippxkqk‰i,j, t, τq,Φjppxkqk‰i,j, t, τqqu .
• Or d
dt
Dβvpx0, t0, τ0q ‰ 0, then there exists i such that D
2
xi
Dβvpx0, t0, τ0q ‰
0. Notice that, since DxiD
βvpx0, t0, τ0q “ 0, pDxi , DtqD
βvpx0, t0, τ0q and
pDxi , DtqpDxiD
βvpx0, t0, τ0qq are linearly independent. Thus, there exists ρ0,q ą
0 such that
Bppx0, t0, τ0q, ρ0,qq X pDxiD
βvq´1p0q X pDβvq´1p0q
is an embedded Cr´submanifold Mqpx0, t0, τ0q in Rd`2 of dimension d, which
contains all of Bppx0, t0, τ0q, ρ0,qq XMq. This submanifold can be written as
Mqpx0, t0, τ0q “
 
px, t, τq P Bppx0, t0, τ0q, ρ0,qq such that
pxi, tq “ pΦippxkqk‰i, τq,Φppxkqk‰i, τqq
(
.
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To finish the proof of the first part of Theorem 4.1, notice that, since ΩˆIˆJ is
separable, for any q ě 1, we can find a countable number of points pxn,q, tn,q, τn,qqně1
such that Ω ˆ I ˆ J “ YnBppxn,q, tn,q, τn,qq, ρn,qq and therefore we have M Ă
Yqě1 Yně1 Mn,q with Mn,q “Mqpxn,q, tn,q, τn,qq.
Let P : px, t, τq ÞÑ px, tq be the canonical projection. Obviously, pTNSq is the
complementary of PM . To prove the second part of Theorem 4.1, it is thus sufficient
to show that the projections of the manifolds Mn,q obtained above have an image
which is contained in a closed set of empty interior. For any n and q, P|Mn,q is a
Cr´ (and a fortiori a C1´) map defined from a smooth manifold of dimension d
into Ω ˆ I Ă Rd`1. By the Sard theorem (see for example [1, page 41]), the set
of regular values of this map is an open dense subset of Ω ˆ I (without loss of
generality, we may restrict the size of Bppxn,q, tn,q, τn,qq, ρn,qq in order to prove the
openness property). Obviously, the derivative of P|Mn,q is never surjective and thus
the regular values of this projection map are not in its image. Hence, P pMn,qq is
contained in a closed set of empty interior, and property 2) of Theorem 4.1 follows
from the inclusion M Ă Yqě1 Yně1 Mn,q. ˝
Corollary 4.2. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 hold. Assume moreover
that a and b and v do not depend on τ . Then the set
pNSq “ tx0 P Ω | there does not exist t P I such that pvpx0, tq,∇vpx0, tqq “ p0, 0qu
is generic in Ω.
Proof: Since the problem is now independent of τ , Property 1) of Theorem 4.1
becomes: M “ tpx, tq P Ω ˆ I | vpx, tq “ 0 , ∇xvpx, tq “ 0u is contained in a
countable union of manifolds of dimension d´ 1, either parametrized by t and d´ 2
components of x, or parametrized by d ´ 1 components of x. Then, Corollary 4.2
follows from a use of the Sard theorem like in the proof of Theorem 4.1. ˝
5 One-to-one properties for global solutions
In this section, we use the properties of the singular nodal sets of the linearized
equation (4.1) of Section 4 in order to prove one-to-one properties for bounded com-
plete solutions of the parabolic equation (1.1). We recall that, in Section 2.4, we had
deduced the backward uniqueness property of (1.1) from the backward uniqueness
property of the linearized parabolic equation (2.11) with coefficients a and b given
respectively by (2.12) and (2.13), where u1 and u2 are two solutions of (1.1) (see the
proposition 2.5 and the corollary 2.6).
Our first result concerns the periodic orbits p. It states that, for almost every
point px0, t0q P Ω ˆ R, the value px0, ppx0, t0q,∇ppx0, t0qq is not taken twice during
a period. Notice that if Ω is the circle S1, this property holds for all the points
px0, t0q, see [37].
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Proposition 5.1. Let f P C8pΩ ˆ R ˆ Rd,Rq. Let pptq be a periodic solution of
(1.1) with minimal period ω ą 0. Then there exists a dense open set of points
px0, t0q P Ωˆ R such that
i) pptpx0, t0q,∇ptpx0, t0qq ‰ p0, 0q
ii) pppx0, t0q,∇ppx0, t0qq ‰ pppx0, tq,∇ppx0, tqq if t R t0 ` Zω
Proof: First, since f is of class C8 and p is a bounded complete solution, Proposition
2.2 implies that p P C8pΩ ˆ R,Rq. We already noticed that pt satisfies (2.11) with
coefficients a and b given by (2.12). Since f and p are of class C8, the coefficients
a and b are also of class C8. Moreover, by Proposition 2.5, there exists no time s
such that ptpsq “ 0. Thus, Corollary 4.2 implies that there is a generic set of points
x0 P Ω such that pptpx0, tq,∇ptpx0, tqq ‰ p0, 0q, for any t P R.
Next, we set vpx, t, τq “ ppx, tq ´ ppx, t ` τq, which solves (2.11) with coeffi-
cients given by (2.13). Again, we notice that v, a and b are infinitely differentiable
with respect to x, t and τ . Moreover, if there exist t1 P R and 0 ă τ1 ă ω so
that vp., t1, τ1q ” 0, then by the backward uniqueness property of Corollary 2.6,
vp., t, τ1q ” 0, which means that pptq is periodic of period τ1 ă ω and contradicts
the fact that ω is the minimal period. Thus, we can apply Theorem 4.1 to v with
I “ R and J “ p0, ωq to obtain a generic set of points px0, t0q P ΩˆR such that the
condition ii) holds. Therefore, both conditions i) and ii) are satisfied in a generic,
and a fortiori dense, subset of Ωˆ R.
It remains to prove the openness. We consider the variable tmodulo the period ω,
that is we work on S “ R{pZωq. Let px0, t0q P ΩˆS satisfying i) and ii). There is an
open neighborhood U of px0, t0q in which i) holds everywhere in U . Moreover, since i)
holds, we may assume that for any px, tq and px, t1q in U , t ‰ t1, pppx, tq,∇ppx, tqq ‰
pppx, t1q,∇ppx, t1qq. The set of values tpppx0, tq,∇ppx0, tqq, px0, tq R Uu is compact
and does not contain pppx0, t0q,∇ppx0, t0qq due to property ii). Hence, this set of val-
ues is at positive distance of the value pppx0, t0q,∇ppx0, t0qq. Therefore, there exists
a neighborhood V Ă U of px0, t0q such that, for any px1, t1q P V , pppx1, t1q,∇ppx1, t1qq
is not contained in tpppx1, tq,∇ppx1, tqq, px1, tq R Uu. This shows that ii) holds in V
and concludes the proof of the proposition. ˝
We also need to separate a periodic orbit from any other (bounded) complete
solution.
Proposition 5.2. Let f P C8pΩˆ Rˆ Rd,Rq. Let pptq be a periodic orbit of (1.1)
of minimal period ω or an equilibrium point, in which case we adopt the convention
that p is a periodic solution with minimal period ω “ 0. Let uptq be a bounded
complete solution of (1.1), such that, pptq ‰ upsq, for any pt, sq P R2. Then there
exists a dense open set of points px0, t0q P Ω ˆ R such that pupx0, t0q,∇upx0, t0qq ‰
pppx0, tq,∇ppx0, tqq for all t P R.
Proof: The proof is very similar to the one of Proposition 5.1 and thus the details
are left to the reader. We emphasize only a few arguments. Since f is of class
C8 and u, p are bounded complete solutions, Proposition 2.2 implies that p and u
belong to the space C8pΩ ˆ R,Rq. To prove the genericity of the points px0, t0q P
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Ω ˆ R such that pupx0, t0q,∇upx0, t0qq ‰ pppx0, tq,∇ppx0, tqq for all t P R, we apply
Theorem 4.1 to vpx, t, τq “ upx, tq ´ ppx, t ` τq, with I “ J “ R. The function v
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 and, in particular, due to the assumption
of the proposition, there are no times t and τ such that vp., t, τq ” 0. To show the
openness of the set of the points px0, t0q P Ωˆ R such that pupx0, t0q,∇upx0, t0qq ‰
pppx0, tq,∇ppx0, tqq for all t P R, one proceeds like in the proof of Proposition 5.1 by
using the compactness of the set tpppx0, tq,∇ppx0, tqq, t P Ru (but here the proof is
even simpler, since we do not need to introduce the quotient S) ˝
As a particular case of the previous proposition, notice that we obtain the follow-
ing result of separation of periodic orbits. In the case where Ω is the circle S1, the
arguments of [13] show that this property holds for all the points px0, t0q (and not
only for a dense open subset). The generalization to higher dimension is as follows.
Proposition 5.3. Let f P C8pΩ ˆ R ˆ Rd,Rq. Let p1ptq and p2ptq be two periodic
solutions of (1.1) of minimal periods ω1 and ω2. Assume that they do not correspond
to the same periodic orbit, that is that p1ptq ‰ p2psq for all pt, sq P R2. Then there
exists a dense open set of points px0, t0q P ΩˆR such that pp1px0, t0q,∇p1px0, t0qq ‰
pp2px0, tq,∇p2px0, tqq for all t P R.
The main dynamical result of this paper concerns heteroclinic and homoclinic
orbits. We will need the following result.
Proposition 5.4. Let f P C8pΩˆ Rˆ Rd,Rq. Let p´ptq and p`ptq be two periodic
solutions of (1.1) of minimal periods ω´ and ω` respectively. These periodic solu-
tions may coincide or each one may be reduced to an equilibrium point, in which
case we adopt the convention that the minimal period ω is equal to 0. Let uptq be a
global solution of (1.1) connecting p´ptq and p`ptq, that is,
uptq ´ p˘ptq ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
tÝÑ˘8
0 .
Then there exists a dense open set of points px0, t0q P Ωˆ R such that
i) pBtupx0, t0q,∇Btupx0, t0qq ‰ p0, 0q
ii) pupx0, t0q,∇upx0, t0qq ‰ pupx0, tq,∇upx0, tqq @ t ‰ t0
iii) pupx0, t0q,∇upx0, t0qq ‰ pp˘px0, tq,∇p˘px0, tqq @ t P R
Proof: Once again, the proof is very similar to the one of Proposition 5.1. We
apply Theorem 4.1 to vpx, t, τq “ upx, tq ´ upx, t ` τq with τ ă 0 and τ ą 0
to prove the density of Property ii); and to vpx, t, τq “ upx, tq ´ p˘px, t ` τq for
the density of Property iii). To prove the openness of Properties ii) and iii), we
fix a point px0, t0q such that i)-iii) hold. Due to i), there exists a neighborhood
U “ Bpx0, ρq ˆ pt0 ´ δ, t0 ` δq of px0, t0q such that pupx, tq,∇upx, tqq is injective
in U . Then we use the compactness of tpupx0, tq,∇upx0, tqq, t P p´8, t0 ´ δs Y
rt0 ` δ,`8qu Y tpp´px0, tq,∇p´px0, tqq, t P Ru Y tpp`px0, tq,∇p`px0, tqq, t P Ru with
arguments similar to the ones of the proof of Proposition 5.1. ˝
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6 Generic transversality of connecting orbits
To obtain the transversality of a connecting orbit as stated in Theorem 1.1, we
need to show that we can perturb any parabolic semiflow Sf ptq to another one,
for which the considered stable and unstable manifolds intersect transversally. The
construction of a suitable perturbation f `εg of f is the main difficulty in this task.
Indeed, the global dynamical framework is classical and well understood in finite
dimension. In Section 3, we have seen that the infinite dimension of Xα does not
really affect this framework. The main novelty in this paper lies in the construction
of a suitable perturbation f ` εg of f because we will need all the accurate PDE
results proved in Sections 4 and 5.
6.1 A perturbation to make an orbit transverse
The first step consists in constructing a suitable perturbation g, which acts on a
heteroclinic or homoclinic orbit uptq in a localized time interval only. In the following
result, the one-to-one properties proved in Section 5 are crucial.
Proposition 6.1. Let f P C8pΩ ˆ R ˆ Rd,Rq and let uptq be a bounded complete
solution connecting p´ptq to p`ptq where p˘ptq are two periodic solutions of minimal
periods ω˘. Notice that p´ “ p` is possible and that p˘ could be equilibrium points
in which case we use the convention ω˘ “ 0. Let E be a compact subset of ΩˆRˆRd
with non empty interior, let U be an open subset of Ω ˆ R and let ψ P C0pU ,Rq.
Assume that there exists px0, t0q P U such that px0, upx0, t0q,∇upx0, t0qq belongs to
the interior of E and ψpx0, t0q ‰ 0.
Then, there exists a function h P C8pΩˆ Rˆ Rd,Rq such that
(i) the function h : Ωˆ Rˆ Rd Ñ R has a compact support contained in E,
(ii) the function h ˝ u : px, tq P ΩˆR ÞÝÑ hpx, upx, tq,∇upx, tqq P R has a support
contained in U ,
(iii) we have
ş
ΩˆR ψpx, tqhpx, upx, tq,∇upx, tqq dxdt ‰ 0.
Proof: Since ψpx0, t0q ‰ 0 and px0, t0q P U , without loss of generality, by choosing
U smaller, we may assume that ψ does not vanish in U . We set
K “tpx, upx, tq,∇upx, tqq, px, tq R Uu Y tpx, p´px, tq,∇p´px, tqq, px, tq P Ωˆ Ru
Y tpx, p`px, tq,∇p`px, tqq, px, tq P Ωˆ Ru .
Proposition 5.4 shows that there is a dense open set of points px̃, t̃q P U such that
px̃, upx̃, t̃q,∇upx̃, t̃qq does not belong to K. Up to perturbing our reference point,
we can thus assume in addition that px0, upx0, t0q,∇upx0, t0qq does not belongs to
K. Notice that px0, upx0, t0q,∇upx0, t0qq still belongs to the interior of E if our
perturbation is small enough. Since K is compact, px0, upx0, t0q,∇upx0, t0qq is in
the interior of EzK. Hence, we claim that it is sufficient to choose h non-negative,
with compact support in EzK and such that hpx0, upx0, t0q,∇upx0, t0qq ą 0.
Property (i) holds by construction. For all px, tq R U , px, upx, tq,∇upx, tqq P K
and thus hpx, upx, tq,∇upx, tqq ” 0, showing (ii). Moreover, ψpx, tqhpx, u,∇uq is not
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zero at px0, t0q and its sign is constant in U . These properties together with (ii)
show that (iii) holds. ˝
Using this perturbation g, we are able to perturb a non-transversal connecting
orbit to a transversal one.
Proposition 6.2. Let f0 P C8pΩˆRˆRd,Rq and let N0 be any small open neigh-
borhood of f0 in the C
r-Whitney topology (r ě 2). Let Γ˘ ” tp˘ptq | t P r0, ω˘qu be
two hyperbolic periodic orbits of minimal periods ω˘ ě 0 of Sf0ptq, which may be not
distinct and may be equilibrium points if ω˘ “ 0.
Then there exists a function f P N0 such that Γ´ and Γ` are still hyperbolic peri-
odic orbits for Sf ptq and the unstable manifold W
upΓ´, fq of Γ´ intersects transver-
sally the local stable manifold W slocpΓ`, fq ” W
s
locpΓ`, f0q of Γ`.
Proof: We will prove the existence of a function f P N0 satisfying the properties of
Proposition 6.2 by applying the transversal density Theorem B.3 in Appendix B.
First, notice that the larger the regularity r is, the more difficult is the result.
Thus, without loss of generality we assume r ą dimW upΓ´q´ codimW
spΓ`q in the
remaining part of the proof.
In what follows, E will be a regular compact subset of ΩˆRˆRd with non-empty
interior. We denote by Cr0pEq the subset of functions g P CrpΩˆ Rˆ Rd,Rq, which
identically vanish outside E; in fact, we identify Cr0pEq with the space of functions in
CrpE,Rq, for which the first r derivatives vanish on BE. We recall that the topology
induced in Cr0pEq by the Whitney topology coincides with the classical Cr topology
and thus that Cr0pEq is actually a Banach space.
The proof splits in several steps.
First step: construction of particular neighborhoods
By theorems 3.5 and 3.6 and the remarks following both theorems, there exist two
neighborhoods Ñ˘ of Γ˘, for which the local stable and local unstable manifolds
W spΓ˘, Ñ˘, f0q and W upΓ˘, Ñ˘, f0q of Γ˘ are well defined and such that Ñ´XÑ` “
H if Γ` ‰ Γ´. In the case where Γ` “ Γ´, Ñ` “ Ñ´ can be chosen so that
W upΓ`, Ñ`, f0q XW spΓ`, Ñ`, f0q “ Γ`.
We would like to perturb f0 to deform the global unstable manifold W
upΓ´, f0q
without changing the dynamics in Ñ˘. By construction, the part of W upΓ´, f0q
outside Ñ´ Y Ñ` is a non-empty open subset of W upΓ´, f0q. The difficulty is that
the nonlinearity f sees the phase space Xα only through the projections by the
evaluation map
Ev : px, ϕq P ΩˆXα ÞÝÑ px, ϕpxq,∇ϕpxqq P Ωˆ Rˆ Rd . (6.1)
We need to be sure that for all uptq connecting Γ´ to Γ`, not only uptq goes outside
Ñ´ Y Ñ` but also Evpuptqq goes outside EvpÑ´ Y Ñ`q.
The local unstable manifold W upΓ´, Ñ´, f0q is an embedded finite dimensional
manifold and its boundary Σu´ “ BW
upΓ´, Ñ´, f0q is a compact set such that, for
all trajectory ũptq belonging to the global unstable manifold W upΓ´, f0qzΓ´, there
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exists a time t̃0 P R such that ũpt̃0q P Σu´. Let σ P Σu´ and consider the tra-
jectory uσptq “ Sf0ptqσ, solution of (1.1) with initial data uσpt “ 0q “ σ and
nonlinearity f “ f0. For all t ă 0, uσptq belongs to the local unstable manifold
W upΓ´, Ñ´, f0q. Moreover, due to Proposition 5.2, there exists pxσ, tσq P Ω ˆ R`
such that puσpxσ, tσq,∇uσpxσ, tσqq ‰ pp˘pxσ, tq,∇p˘pxσ, tqq for all t P R, or equiva-
lently
tpxσ, uσpxσ, tσq,∇uσpxσ, tσqqu X Ev
`
txσu ˆ pΓ´ Y Γ`q
˘
“ H .
Since tpxσ, uσpxσ, tσq,∇uσpxσ, tσqu and txσuˆpΓ´YΓ`q are compact sets and since
Ev is continuous because Xα is continuously embedded in C1pΩq, we can find rσ ą 0
and ρσ ą 0 and neighborhoods Nσ,˘ Ă Ñ˘ of Γ˘ in Xα such that
Uσ :“ BΩpxσ, rσq ˆBRd`1ppuσpxσ, tσq,∇uσpxσ, tσqq, ρσq
and Nσ,˘ satisfy
min
 
}ξ1 ´ ξ2}ΩˆRd`1 | ξ1 P Uσ and ξ2 P Ev
`
BΩpxσ, rσq ˆ pNσ,´ YNσ,`q
(
ą 0 .
By continuity of Ev and of the flow Sf ptq with respect to the initial data and with
respect to f ” f0 ` g, there are a neighborhood Vσ of σ in Xα and a neighborhood
Wσ of 0 in Cr such that for any σ1 P Vσ and g P Wσ, the trajectory Sf0`gptqσ1 has
a projection Evptx0u ˆ Sf0`gptqσ
1q contained in Uσ for a non-empty open lapse of
time.
We can proceed as above for any point σ P Σu´. By compactness of Σ
u
´, it can
be covered by a finite collection Vσ1 ,. . . , VσN of neighborhoods of points σ1,. . . ,
σN . We set N˘ “ XnNσn,˘ and E “ YnUσn . Notice that E is a finite union
of closed balls. Thus, Cr0pEq is a well-defined Banach subspace of Cr and we set
Wr “ XnWun X Cr0pEq.
To summarize, our construction satisfies the following properties (see Figure 2):
1. The neighborhoods N˘ are small enough such that the local stable and lo-
cal unstable manifolds W spΓ`,N`, f0q and W upΓ´,N´, f0q are well defined.
Moreover, these local manifolds do not intersect if Γ` ‰ Γ´, or have an inter-
section reduced to Γ if Γ` “ Γ´ “ Γ.
2. For any f “ f0 ` g where g P Wr (in particular g is supported in the set E),
the flow Sf0`gptq is equal to the flow of Sf0ptq in N˘. In particular, we have
W spΓ`,N`, f0q “ W spΓ`,N`, f0`gq and W upΓ´,N´, f0q “ W upΓ´,N´, f0`
gq and the properties of 1. still hold when f0 is perturbed to f “ f0 ` g.
3. For any f “ f0`g where g PWr, for any global trajectory uptq “ Sf0`gptqup0q
of the unstable manifold of Γ´ (Γ´ excluded), there exists px0, t0q P ΩˆR and
r ą 0 such that for all px, tq P BΩˆRppx0, t0q, rq, px, upx, tq,∇upx, tqq belongs
to the interior of E (which is the set where the perturbations g P Wr can be
constructed) and not in Evptxu ˆN˘q.
Second step: Application of the Sard-Smale transversality Theorem B.3
If f “ f0 ` g, where g is close to 0 in Cr0pEq, then f is close to f0 in Cr (equipped
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any heteroclinic orbits and does
not meet the projections of N˘
A place where the projection
of uσ is one-to-one and where
it is easier to construct a suitable
perturbation h to modify uσ
projection intercepts the one of
The trace of the set E whose
the space where the nonlinearities f are defined
N´
WupΓ´,N´, f0q
Γ`
N`
Γ´
uσptq
σ
Projection of Xα by
the evaluation Evpxσ, ¨q
at the point xσ
Figure 2: A figure illustrating the proof of Proposition 6.2. In the phase space, N˘
are small enough to define local dynamics and are disjoints in the heteroclinic case.
The nonlinearity sees the dynamics only via the projections Evpxσ, ¨q by evaluating
puσ,∇uσq at a point xσ. In the first step, we construct a set E whose projections
do not meet the ones of the neighborhoods N˘ of the closed orbits and such that,
for all connecting orbit uσ, there is a point xσ such that the evaluation of uσptq
at this point enters in E for an open lapse of times. The perturbation g of the
nonlinearity f0 will be supported on this set E to be able to modify any connecting
orbits without modifying the closed orbits. Moreover, in the final step of our proof,
we will also localize the perturbation in the place where the projection of uσptq has
no self-intersection and where the modification of uσptq by a perturbation of the
nonlinearity is easier to understand.
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with the Whitney topology). Moreover, by construction, for any f “ f0 ` g with
g P Wr, Sf ptq has the same dynamics as Sf0ptq in the neighborhoods N˘ of Γ˘.
Therefore, Proposition 6.2 holds if we can find a function g P Wr Ă Cr0pEq as close
to 0 as wanted such that W upΓ´, f0 ` gq intersects W
spΓ`,N`, f0q transversally.
We recall that we did not assume global existence of solutions and thus the
solutions in the unstable manifold may blow up. To overcome this technical problem,
for all m ě 1, we introduce the sets
Nm´ “ tu0 P N´ { @g PWr , Sf0`gptqu0 is well defined for all t P r0,msu .
The global orbit Γ´ is obviously contained inNm´ and we recall that ii) of Proposition
2.1 implies that Nm´ is open, in other words Nm´ is a neighborhood of Γ´ contained
in N´. Moreover, we have
@g PWr , W upΓ´, f0 ` gq “ YmPNSf pmqW upΓ´,Nm´ , f0 ` gq .
To prove Proposition 6.2, it is sufficient to show that for any m P N, there exists
a generic subset of functions g P Wr such that Sf0`gpmqW upΓ´,Nm´ , f0q intersects
W spΓ`,N`, f0q transversally. Indeed the intersection of all these generic subsets
is generic and hence dense in Wr and consists in functions f “ f0 ` g such that
W upΓ´, f0 ` gq intersects W
s
locpΓ`, f0 ` gq transversally.
To show this property, we are going to use the Sard-Smale transversality theorem
B.3 in Appendix as follows. Let m ě 1, let M “ W upΓ´,Nm´ , f0q, Y “ Xα and
W “ W spΓ`,N`, f0q. Let Λ “Wr and Λ̂ “ C80 pEq XWr. We define the mapping
Φ :
ˆ
Mˆ Λ ÝÑ Y
pu0, gq ÞÝÑ Sf0`gpmqu0
˙
Notice that Sf0`gpmqW
upΓ´,Nm´ , f0q intersects W spΓ`,N`, f0q transversally if and
only if Φp., gq intersects W spΓ`,N`, f0q transversally. Thus, due to the above dis-
cussions, the conclusion of Theorem B.3 in this framework will complete the proof of
Proposition 6.2. Hypothesis i) of Theorem B.3 is a consequence of the assumption
r ą dimW upΓ´q ´ codimW
spΓ`q made at the beginning of this proof and of the
regularity of the parabolic flow with respect to the parameters. Thus, Hypothesis
ii) is the only assumption which remains to be verified.
Third step: checking Hypothesis ii) of Theorem B.3
Let u0 P W
upΓ´,Nm´ , f0qzΓ´ and f “ f0 ` g, where g P Wr. If Sf pmqu0 does
not belong to W spΓ`,N`, f0q, then ii) is trivially satisfied. If Sf pmqu0 belongs to
W spΓ`,N`, f0q, we set uptq “ Sf ptqu0 and we remark that, since W spΓ`,N`, f0q “
W spΓ`,N`, fq, uptq is a global solution and uptq P W spΓ`,N`, fq for all t ě m.
It remains to show that Φ is transversal to W in Xα at the point u0, we have to
compute
DΦpu0, gq.pv0, hq “ DuΦpu0, gq.v0 ` DgΦpu0, gq.h .
Let us consider the second term and let vptq be the derivative of uptq with respect
to a variation h of the nonlinearity g. By differentiating Equation (1.1), we have
that v solves
Btv “ ∆v ` hpx, u,∇uq ` f 1upx, u,∇uq.v ` f 1∇upx, u,∇uq.∇v
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with vpt “ 0q “ 0. We denote by Upt, sq the family of evolution operators generated
by the equation (2.11) with coefficients given by (2.12), which is the linearization of
the nonlinear equation along the trajectory uptq. Using the variation of constants
formula, we get
DgΦpu0, gq.h “
ż m
0
Upm, sqhp., up., sq,∇up., sqq ds . (6.2)
In a similar way, we obtain that DuΦpu0, gq.v0 “ Upm, 0qv0 whose range is the
tangent space TupmqW
upΓ´, fq.
We claim that the image of DgΦpu0, gq is dense in X
α and we postpone the
proof of this density in a final step below. Assuming this property, let us check
Hypothesis ii) of Theorem B.3 using Definition B.2. First notice that TupmqW “
TupmqW
spΓ`,N`, fq is a closed subspace with finite codimension (see Theorem 3.5).
To show that the image of DΦpu0, gq contains a closed complementary subspace
of TupmqW in Xα, it is sufficient to reach a given finite number of independent
vectors φ1,. . . , φp outside TupmqW . This is obviously implied by the density of
the image of DgΦpu0, gq in X
α. Since spanpφ1, . . . , φpq ‘ TupmqW “ Xα, we have
that Tu0,gMˆ Λ “ DΦpu0, gq´1pTupmqWq ‘ spanpψ1, . . . , ψpq where DΦpu0, gq.ψj “
φj. By continuity, we directly have that DΦpu0, gq
´1pTupmqWq is closed and its
complementary space is also closed because of its finite-dimensionality.
Fourth step: the image of DgΦpu0, gq is dense in X
α
The operator p´∆Dq
α is a homeomorphism from Xα into X. Hence, it is sufficient
to show that for any non-zero ψm P X
˚, there exists h P C80 pEq such that
xψm | p´∆Dq
αDgΦpu0, gq.h yX˚,X ‰ 0 .
Hence, using the expression of DgΦpu0, gq.h given by (6.2), we have to find a function
h P C80 pEq such that
ż m
0
xUpm, sq˚pp´∆Dq
α
q
˚ψm |hp., up., sq,∇up., sqq yXα,˚,Xα ds ‰ 0 .
Now, we use Proposition 2.4: ψpsq “ Upm, sq˚pp´∆Dq
αq˚ψm is well defined in X
˚
and is a solution in C0pp0,mq, C1pΩqq of (2.14) with a and b as in (2.12). In particular,
ψ satisfies the unique continuation property stated in Proposition 2.8: in any open
set of Ωˆ p0,mq, there exists px, tq such that ψpx, tq ‰ 0.
By considering the constructions made during the first step (see the third of the
properties recalled at the end), we know that there exists a non-empty open set U Ă
ΩˆR such that for all px0, t0q P U , px0, upx0, t0q,∇upx0, t0qq belongs to the interior
of the set E and is not in Evptxu ˆN˘q. In particular, upx0, t0q cannot belongs to
N˘ and thus t0 P p0,mq because we have already noticed that uptq P W spΓ`,N`, fq
for all t ě m and because uptq P W upΓ´,N´, fq for all t ď 0 by definition of Φ and
u. We now apply Proposition 6.1, noticing that the unique continuation property for
ψ yields the existence of px0, t0q P U such that ψpx0, t0q ‰ 0. We obtain a function
h P C80 pEq such that
ż
R
ż
Ω
ψpx, sqhpx, upx, sq,∇upx, sqq dxds ‰ 0 .
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It remains to notice Proposition 6.1 guarantees that h˝u is supported in U and that
the above discussion shows that U Ă Ω ˆ p0,mq. Thus, for any ψm P X˚, we may
replace the domain RˆΩ by r0,ms ˆΩ in the above integral and, in conclusion, we
have obtained h such that
xψm | p´∆Dq
αDgΦpu0, gq.h yX˚,X “
ż m
0
xψpsq |hp., up., sq,∇up., sqq yX˚,X ds ‰ 0 .
which implies that the image of DgΦpu0, gq is dense in X
α. ˝
6.2 Proof of Theorem 1.1
The proof of our main theorem easily follows from the perturbation result of Propo-
sition 6.2.
Let f0 P C
r be given and let C˘0 be two hyperbolic critical elements. By Theorems
3.3, 3.5 and 3.7, there exists a neighborhood O of f0 such that C˘0 are associated
with two families C˘pfq of hyperbolic critical elements depending smoothly on f .
Moreover, the corresponding local stable and unstable manifolds W ulocpC´pfqq and
W slocpC`pfqq also depend smoothly on f .
Let m P N be given and let
W umpC´pfqq “tu P Xα such that }u}Xα ă m and there exists
t P r0,ms and u0 P W
u
locpC´pfqq such that u “ Sf ptqu0u .
The set W umpC´pfqq is a bounded open subset of the global unstable manifold
W upC´pfqq and an immersed manifold of Xα. Also notice that W umpC´pfqq depends
smoothly on f . We consider the sets
Gm “ tf P O | W umpC´pfqq&W slocpC`pfqqu .
The smooth dependences yield that Gm are open subsets of O (see Appendix A
to understand what these smooth dependences mean with respect to the Whitney
topology). We claim that the sets Gm are also dense. Indeed, X
α is embedded in C1
and so its ball tu | }u}Xα ď mu provides values px, upxq,∇upxqq uniformly bounded
by some constant Cpmq. For any f P O, we may perturb f to f̃ such that f̃ is of class
C8 in the ball of radius Cpmq and equal to f outside the ball of radius Cpmq ` 1.
In this way, f̃ is as close as wanted to f in the Cr Whitney topology. Moreover, any
solution u in W umpC´pf̃qq stays in the place where f̃ is a C8´non-linearity. Applying
Proposition 6.2, we may perturb f̃ to obtain a non-linearity in Gm.
Since the sets Gm are open and dense in O, by setting G “ XmGm, we obtain
the generic set of Theorem 1.1.
7 Further generalizations of the generic transver-
sality stated in Theorem 1.1
Our above arguments are not exactly specific to Equation (1.1). We may easily
check the following generalizations.
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Other geometries
Dirichlet boundary conditions are not mandatory, we may choose Neumann ones or
Robin ones. We may also consider other flat geometries such as Ω being a torus or
a cylinder.
We may also add coefficients to the Laplacian operator ∆, typically considering
the Laplace-Beltrami operator 1?
g
divp
?
ggij∇¨q associated to a metric g. However,
notice that part of our results, e.g. Theorem 4.1, require smooth coefficients and
thus g needs to be smooth. Thus, we may generalize Theorem 1.1 in the case where
Ω is a bounded C8´submanifold of Rn, as a sphere for example.
Systems of parabolic equations
Instead of considering the scalar parabolic equation (1.1), we consider a system of
n parabolic equations as follows. We keep the same space X “ LppΩq, p ą d, and
the same ∆D Laplacian operator with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Like in the introduction, we keep α P p1{2 ` d{2p, 1q, so that Xα “ Dpp´∆Dq
α ãÑ
W 2α,ppΩq is compactly embedded in C1pΩq. Let n P N, n ě 1. We consider the
system of parabolic equations
$
&
%
Utpx, tq “ ∆Upx, tq ` F px, Upx, tq,∇Upx, tqq, px, tq P Ωˆ p0,`8q
Upx, tq “ 0, px, tq P BΩˆ p0,`8q
Upx, 0q “ U0pxq P X
α
n ” pX
αqn,
(7.1)
where F ” pf1, f2, . . . , fnq P CrpΩˆRnˆRnd,Rnq, r ě 2, and where U ” pu1px, tq, u2px, tq, . . . , unpx, tqq
belongs to Rn. As in the case n “ 1, the system (7.1) generates a local dynamical
system Snptq ” Sn,F ptq on X
α
n . This (local) dynamical system Sn,F ptq satisfies all
the smoothing properties of Section 2 as well as the dynamical systems properties
given in Section 3. The strong unique continuation property of Proposition 2.10
still holds and is proved in [10, Theorem 2.2] (see also [28]). The singular nodal
sets properties as given in Theorem 4.1 and its Corollary 4.2 are still true and are
proved with the same arguments (see also [10, Theorem 2.3]). These facts allow us
to generalize Theorem 1.1 to the system (7.1).
Genericity for other topologies
We have chosen here to consider the genericity in Cr by endowing CrpΩˆRˆRd,Rq
with the Whitney topology (see the precise definition in Appendix A). Indeed this
topology seems to be the most usual one for this kind of question concerning generic
dynamics. Moreover, it also seems to be the most delicate topology since it has
only a few nice properties (for example the closed sets are not the sequentially
closed sets and in particular Cr is not a metric space). However, Theorem 1.1
also holds if we endow CrpΩ ˆ R ˆ Rd,Rq with other reasonable topology. We
may for example consider Crb pΩ ˆ R ˆ Rd,Rq, the set of bounded Cr´functions on
ΩˆRˆRd endowed with the supremum Cr-norm. We may also extend the previous
metric by considering unbounded Cr´functions but defining their neighborhoods
with bounded perturbation only (in other words, we may say that if f ´ g or one
of its r first derivatives is unbounded, then f and g are at infinite distance). In
any case, the conclusions of Theorem 1.1 remain valid since, in the proofs, we in
fact only consider non-linearities via a bounded set of Ω ˆ R ˆ Rd, where all these
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topologies are equivalent (see Appendix A).
Some open problems
To conclude, let us mention cases where the generalization is not straightforward
and remains an open problem.
We may wonder if Theorem 1.1 is still true for systems of parabolic equations if,
instead of considering mappings F px, U,∇Uq in the set CrpΩ ˆ Rn ˆ Rnd,Rnq, one
considers only mappings F px, Uq P CrpΩ ˆ Rn,Rnq depending only on x and of the
value of U . Since the Hausdorff dimension of the nodal set is, in general, larger by
1 than the dimension of the singular nodal set (see a simple example in [10, Section
9]), the one-to-one properties of global trajectories, as given in Section 5, can be
false if F “ F px, Uq and are no longer consequences of Theorem 4.1 (see [10, Section
9]).
We can also wonder if one can extend Theorem 1.1 to the case where the
Laplacian operator is replaced by a 2m-th order homogeneous elliptic linear op-
erator. In this case, in Equation (1.1), we replace the non-linearity fpx, u,∇uq by
a non-linearity f˚px, u,Dxu,D
2
xu, ...., D
2m´1
x uq depending on the values of u, Dxu,
....,D2m´1x u. If the strong unique continuation property of Proposition 2.10 holds,
then, arguing exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, one shows that the statement
of this theorem is still true provided we replace the singular nodal set by
pTNSq “ tpx0, t0q P Ωˆ I | there does not exist τ P J such that
pv,Dxv,D
2
xv, ...., D
2m´1
x vqpx0, t0, τq “ p0, 0, ...., 0qu
Unfortunately, the strong unique continuation property for the parabolic equation
with higher order elliptic operators is not always true (concerning the elliptic equa-
tion, see [27] and [52] for example). For this reason, we cannot state here a gener-
alization of Theorem 1.1 for higher-order parabolic equation.
A Appendix: The Whitney topology
If we want to prove generic properties for the parabolic equation (1.1) with respect
to the non-linearity f , we need to equip the space of nonlinear functions f with
a topology. Let E Ă Rn, n ě 1, by f P CrpE,Rq, we mean that f is r times
differentiable in the set E and that these derivatives are continuous. We do not
a priori endow CrpE,Rq with any topology and we do not assume that f or its
derivatives are bounded.
In this article, we consider E “ ΩˆRˆRd which is unbounded in R2d`1. Since
we do not want to exclude unbounded non-linearities, we cannot equip CrpE,Rq
with the classical Cr-topology.
Definition A.1. For any r P N, we denote by Cr ” CrpE,Rq the space CrpE,Rq
endowed with the Whitney topology, that is the topology generated by the neighbor-
hoods
tg P CrpE,Rq | |Difpyq ´Digpyq| ď δpyq , @i P t0, 1, . . . , ru , @y P Eu ,
where f is any function in CrpE,Rq and δ is any positive continuous function.
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We emphasize that, if E is bounded, then the Whitney topology coincides with
the classical Cr-topology and thus CrpE,Rq is a Banach space equipped with the
classical norm }f} “ supi“0,1,...,r }f
piq}L8 . However, if E “ ΩˆRˆRd, the neighbor-
hoods of a function f in the Whitney topology cannot be generated by a countable
number of them. As a consequence, this topology is not metrizable and open or
closed sets cannot be characterized by sequences. In order to give an idea about the
uncountable conditions imposed by the Whitney topology, we recall that a sequence
of functions pfnq converges to a function f in the Whitney topology if and only if
there is a compact set K Ă E such that fn ” f in EzK for any n P N, but for a finite
number of them, and such that pfnq converges to f in the space CrpK,Rq, equipped
with the classical topology of uniform convergence of the functions together with
their derivatives up to order r. This means that the Whitney topology imposes
an uncountable number of conditions of proximity outside compact sets and thus a
sequence has to be constant there in order to be convergent.
As already written in Section 7, we could have chosen a simpler topology, but
the Whitney topology seems to be the most usual one. In order to overcome several
technical problems due to this topology, we make more precise some arguments in
this appendix. We omit the corresponding problems during the main proofs of this
paper to avoid too heavy proofs. However, if all the technical details are written,
the interested reader will notice that we easily deal with the fact that the Whitney
topology does not generate a Banach space as follows.
Genericity and Baire property: The main purpose of this paper is to obtain the
genericity of the transversality of heteroclinic and homoclinic orbits. The notion of
generic sets, that are sets containing a countable intersection of dense open sets, is
important because it provides a nice notion of large subset. However, the accep-
tance of this notion is mainly related to the Baire property, that is the fact that
the countable intersection of generic sets is generic. A space satisfying the Baire
property is called a Baire space. Complete spaces, and in particular Banach ones,
are Baire spaces. But when E is unbounded, CrpE,Rq with its Whitney topology is
even not metrizable. Thus, it is important to emphasize that it is at least a Baire
space, implying that the genericity is still a meaningful concept (see [19] or [33] for
example).
Smooth dependences, open or dense subsets and other abuses of nota-
tions: When E is unbounded, since CrpE,Rq is not metrizable, we can speak about
continuous dependence on f P CrpE,Rq but not about smooth dependence, even not
about derivatives with respect to f . We sometimes use the following abuse of nota-
tion. Consider K a compact subset of E and define P as the canonical projection
from CrpE,Rq onto CrpK,Rq, that is Pf :“ f|K is the restriction of f to K. Now, as
already noticed, CrpK,Rq endowed with the Whitney topology is equivalent to the
Banach space CrpK,Rq endowed with the classical Cr´norm. Consider a function
Φ depending on f via the values in K only. We may thus associate with Φ defined
in CrpE,Rq a function Φ̃ defined in CrpK,Rq and then it is relevant to say that Φ̃
depends smoothly on Pf . In this case, we may use an abuse of notations by saying
that Φ depends smoothly on f instead of saying that Φ̃ depends smoothly on Pf
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(notice that, rigorously, we should not even say that Pf depends smoothly on f).
At this point, it is important to notice that, the restriction operator
P : CrpE,Rq Ñ CrpK,Rq with K Ă E compact and E Ă Rn
is continuous, open and surjective. Continuity is clear and surjectivity follows from
the Whitney extension theorem (see [1]), or a simpler result if r “ 0 or K is a regular
subdomain for which the extension is easily constructed. Openness follows from the
following argument: consider g P CrpK,Rq close to 0, extend g to f P CrpE,Rq and
truncate f by multiplying it by a smooth function χ with 0 ď χ ď 1, χ|K ” 1 and
χ ” 0 outside a small neighborhood of K. This provides a function χf P CrpE,Rq
with P pχfq “ g and χf as close to 0 in CrpE,Rq as wanted as soon as g is small
enough. Thus, the image by P of any neighborhood of 0 contains a neighborhood
of 0.
The surjectivity of P enables to define the above functional Φ̃ in CrpK,Rq because
to each function g P CrpK,Rq indeed corresponds a class of equivalence of functions
f P CrpE,Rq with Pf “ g. The openness is useful to show that a property is open
in CrpE,Rq if this property depends on the value of f in K only: if the property
is open in CrpK,Rq with the above abuse of notation, then it is open in CrpE,Rq.
Together, these properties show that, with the abuse of notation, if a property is
open and dense (resp. generic) in CrpK,Rq then it is open and dense (resp. generic)
in CrpE,Rq.
Notice that the above tricks have already been widely used in previous articles
(see [7] for instance). Finally, for a further study of the Whitney topology and the
comparison with the weak topology, we refer the reader to [19] or [33] for example.
B Appendix: Sard Theorem and Sard-Smale trans-
versality theorems
The Sard theorem ([61]) and the transversality theory (which goes back to Thom
[71]) are very useful tools for proving the genericity of a given property in finite
dimension. In [67], Smale has shown how to use Fredholm theory to generalize the
transversality theorems to infinite-dimensional Banach spaces. There exist different
version of this kind of transversality theorems (often called Sard-Smale theorems or
Thom theorems) with slight changes in the hypotheses, depending on the framework,
in which they are used. We recall here the general framework and the version used
in this paper.
Let M and N be two differentiable Banach manifolds and let f :M ÝÑ N be
a differentiable map. We say that x PM is a regular point of f if Dfpxq : TxMÑ
TfpxqN is surjective and its kernel splits (that is, has a closed complement in TxM).
A point y P N is a regular value of f if any x PM such that fpxq “ y is a regular
point of f . The points of N which are not regular values are said critical values.
The classical theorem of Sard is as follows.
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Theorem B.1. If U is an open set of Rp and if f : U ÝÑ Rq is of class Cs with
s ą maxpp´ q, 0q, then, the set of critical values of f in Rq is of Lebesgue measure
zero.
Using Fredholm operators and a Lyapounov-Schmidt method, Smale has gener-
alized Sard Theorem to infinite-dimensional spaces (for introduction to Fredholm
operators, see [6] for example). As a consequence of Smale theorem in [67], many
versions of Sard-Smale theorems can be obtained, see [1] and [32] for examples. The
versions involving a functional formulation have been used since the pioneer work
of Robbin [58] and are very useful in the PDE context where the geometrical argu-
ments may be too difficult to perform, see Theorem B.4 below and [7, 8, 36, 37, 38].
In this article, the transversality of connecting orbits may be proved with a more
geometrical version of Sard-Smale theorems. Indeed, we only need to perturb an
unstable manifold, which is finite-dimensional, and we may do it far from the pe-
riodic orbit, so that the basic framework does not depend on the parameter (see
Section 6). This kind of geometrical setting is more difficult to use if we want to
prove generic hyperbolicity as discussed in Appendix C below.
We recall the following definition (see [1] for more details).
Definition B.2. Let M and N be two C1 Banach manifolds and let f P C1pM,N q.
Let W be a C1 submanifold of N . The function f is said to be transversal to W
at a point x PM if either fpxq RW or fpxq P N and
i) Dxf
´1pTfpxqWq is a closed subspace of TxM which admits a closed complemen-
tary space,
ii) DxfpTxMq contains a closed complement to TfpxqW in TfpxqN .
We need in this article a slight improvement of Theorem 19.1 of [1]. The idea of
replacing the condition on Λ by a condition on a dense subset Λ̂ only has been
already used in [7, 8, 36] for example.
Theorem B.3. Let r ě 1. Let M be a Cr separable manifold of dimension n. Let
W be a Cr manifold of codimension m in a Banach space Y . Let Λ be an open subset
of a separable Banach space and let Λ̂ be a dense subset of Λ. Let Φ P CrpMˆΛ, Y q.
Assume that
i) r ą n´m,
ii) Φ is transversal to W at any point px, λq PMˆ Λ̂.
Then, there is a generic set of parameters λ P Λ such that the map x ÞÑ Φpx, λq is
everywhere transversal to W.
Proof: Theorem B.3 is proved as Theorem 19.1 of [1]. The only difference is that
hypothesis ii) is assumed here only for a dense set of parameters λ. To obtain this
improvement from the classical version where ii) is assumed everywhere, we argue
as follows. Since M is separable and finite dimensional, we can find a countable
sequence of open subsets pMkq such that M “ YMk and Mk is contained in M
and is compact. Let λ0 P Λ̂. Let pλpq be a sequence converging to λ0. Assume that
there is a point xp P Mk such that Φ is not transversal to W at pxp, λpq. By the
compactness property, one may assume that pxpq converges to x0 P Mk. Since Φ
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is C1, Φ is not transversal to W at px0, λ0q which is absurd. Thus, there exists a
neighborhood U of λ0 such that ii) holds for any px, λq PMk ˆ U . By applying [1,
Theorem 19.1], we obtain a generic subset Uk Ă U such that for any λ P Uk, the map
x ÞÑ Φpx, λq is transversal to W for any x PMk. Since Λ̂ is dense in Λ, we have a
generic subset Ũk Ă Λ such that for any λ P Ũk, the map x ÞÑ Φpx, λq is transversal
to W for any x PMk. The generic set of parameters appearing in the conclusion of
Theorem B.3 is then XkŨk. ˝
W
ΦpM, λq
Figure 3: The geometric idea behind Sard-Smale theorems as Theorem B.3: if per-
turbing the parameter λ provides enough freedom, a non-transversal intersection
between ΦpM, λq and W is generically perturbed into either an empty, and thus
transversal, intersection or a non-empty transversal intersection.
For brief discussions in Appendix C and for the curious reader, we finish by a
brief recall of one of the simplest version of Sard-Smale theorem with a functional
formulation (see for example [32] for other versions or proofs). Let us recall that a
continuous linear map f : E ÝÑ F between two Banach spaces is a Fredholm map
if its image is closed and if the dimension of its kernel and the codimension of its
image are finite.
Theorem B.4. Let k ě 1 and let M, N and Λ be three Ck Banach manifolds. Let
y P N and let Φ P CkpMˆ Λ,N q. Assume that:
i) for any px, λq P Φ´1ptyuq, DxΦpx, λq : TxMÑ TyN is a Fredholm map of index
i strictly less than k,
ii) for any px, λq P Φ´1ptyuq, DΦpx, λq : TxMˆ TλΛ Ñ TyN is surjective,
iii) M is separable.
Then, there is a generic set of parameters λ P Λ such that for all x PM such that
px, λq P Φ´1ptyuq, DxΦpx, λq is surjective.
As in Theorem B.3, a similar result holds if Λ is replaced by a dense subset
Λ̂ Ă Λ and if Λ is separable (see [7]).
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C Appendix: discussion about proving the generic
hyperbolicity of periodic orbits
The purpose of this section is unusual. To obtain the genericity of the Kupka-
Smale property for the parabolic equation (1.1), it remains to prove the genericity
of hyperbolicity of equilibrium points and periodic orbits. The generic hyperbolicity
of equilibrium points is proved in [37]. We tried to obtain the generic hyperbolicity
of periodic orbits but failed to get a complete proof. In this section, we would like
to present some ideas and to point out where there is still a gap in the proof. Maybe
this discussion could inspire a motivated reader.
The first proofs of generic hyperbolicity of periodic orbits appeared in [41, 65].
Peixoto in [51] introduced a nice recursion argument, which has been modified in
[1] and [43]. Basically, the recursion is as follows. We introduce the sets
G1pKq “ tf P Cr | any equilibrium point e of (1.1) with }e}Xα ď K is hyperbolicu
G3{2pA,Kq “ tf P G1pKq | any non-constant periodic solution pptq of (1.1)
with period T P p0, As such that suptPR}pptq}Xα ď K is non-degenerateu .
and
G2pA,Kq “tf P G1pKq | any non-constant periodic solution pptq of (1.1)
with period T P p0, As such that suptPR}pptq}Xα ď K is hyperbolicu .
The slightly strange above notation comes from the fact that G1 and G2 are the sets
originally introduced by Peixoto, whereas the set G3{2 has been introduced later.
We know from the arguments of the second part of Section 3 of [37] that G1pKq
is a dense open subset of Cr. The idea of the recursion argument is that there exists
ε ą 0 small enough, such that G2pε,Kq “ G1pKq due to the absence of periodic
orbits of small period. Then, the method of Peixoto would consist in proving, like
in [43], that G2pA,Kq X G3{2p3A{2, Kq is dense in G2pA,Kq and that G2p3A{2, Kq is
dense in G3{2p3A{2, Kq. By this way, we obtain a chain of dense inclusions
. . .G2p9ε{4, Kq Ă
dense
G3{2p9ε{4, Kq Ă
dense
G2p3ε{2, Kq Ă
dense
G3{2p3ε{2, Kq Ă
dense
G2pε,Kq “ G1pKq
which shows the density of the hyperbolicity of periodic orbits in G1. The openness
of these sets is rather simple and similar to the finite-dimensional case considered
in [51]. This scheme of proof has been exactly performed in [43] and in [1]. The
difficulty lies in the proofs of density.
We claim that the following density holds.
Proposition C.1. For any positive A and K, G3{2p3A{2, KqXG2pA,Kq is dense in
G2pA,Kq.
Proof: We give here very brief arguments since this proposition is only an auxiliary
result in the whole proof of generic hyperbolicity, which is unfortunately not yet
completed.
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The proof of Proposition C.1 is very similar to the one of Proposition 6.2. We
apply a suitable version of Sard-Smale theorem (similar to Theorem B.4) to the map
Φ : pT, u0, gq ÞÝÑ Sf0`gpT qu0 ´ u0 .
As usual, the main difficulty is to obtain a surjectivity as required by Hypothesis ii)
of Theorem B.4. We skip the details, but simply notice that checking this property
is very similar to the end of the proof of Proposition 6.2: we have to find for any
solution ϕ˚ of the adjoint equation along a periodic orbit p, a perturbation g of f
such that
ż
Ω
ż T
0
gpx, ppx, sq,∇ppx, sqqϕ˚px, sqdsdx ‰ 0 .
This is achieved by constructing a function as in Proposition 6.1 by using Proposition
5.1. ˝
The proof of the genericity of the Kupka-Smale property would be obtained if
we could prove the following result.
Conjecture C.2. For any A ą 0 and K, G2p3A{2, Kq is dense in G3{2p3A{2, Kq X
G2pA,Kq.
To prove this conjecture, we only need to know how to make hyperbolic a given
simple periodic orbit in the following sense.
Conjecture C.3. Let f P C8pΩ ˆ R ˆ Rd,Rq and let N be any small open neigh-
borhood of f in Cr. Let p be a simple periodic solution of (1.1) with minimal period
ω ą 0 and such that suptPr0,ωs }pptq}Xα ď K̃, where K̃ ą 0. Then, there exists a func-
tion f̃ P N such that p is a hyperbolic periodic solution of (1.1) with non-linearity
f̃ .
Once again, the usual strategy would be to apply a Sard-Smale theorem (similar
to Theorem B.4) to an appropriate functional Φ and then to check a surjectivity
hypothesis as ii) of Theorem B.3. If we try the most natural way, we will have to
find a perturbation g of f satisfying
Re
ż ω
0
ż
Ω
pDug,D∇ugqpx, ppx, tq,∇ppx, tqq . ψ˚px, tqpφ,∇φqpx, tq dxdt ‰ 0 (C.1)
where p is the considered simple periodic orbit, φ a solution of the linearized equation
associated to an eigenvalue λ with modulus |λ| “ 1 and ψ˚ a solution of the adjoint
equation. Notice in (C.1) the presence of the real part Re since the spectrum of a
periodic orbit has complex eigenvalues. To obtain this perturbation g, we may use
a construction as follows.
Proposition C.4. Let f P C8pΩˆRˆRd,Rq and let p P C8pΩˆR,Rq be a periodic
solution of (1.1) with minimal period ω. Let V P C8pΩˆr0, ωs,Rd`1q be a function,
which is not everywhere colinear to pptpx, tq,∇ptpx, tqq. Then, there exists a function
g P C8pΩˆ Rˆ Rd,Rq such that
i) gpx, ppx, tq,∇ppx, tqq “ 0 @px, tq P Ωˆ R,
ii)
ż ω
0
ż
Ω
pDug,D∇ugqpx, ppx, tq,∇ppx, tqq.V px, tq dxdt ‰ 0 .
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Proof: To simplify the notations, we denote by U the variable pu,∇uq P Rd`1 and
we set P px, tq “ pppx, tq,∇ppx, tqq P Rd`1.
By assumption, there is an open set U with U Ă Ωˆ p0, ωq such that V is never
colinear to Pt on U . Notice that, in particular Ptpx, tq ‰ 0 for all px, tq P U . Due
to Proposition 5.1, restricting U , we can assume that, for all px0, t0q P U , the map
px, tq P Ω ˆ r0, ωq ÞÑ px, P px, tqq P Ω ˆ Rd`1 reaches the value px0, P px0, t0qq at
px0, t0q only.
Let px0, t0q P U . We complete pPt, V q to a basis of Rd`1: let W1,...,Wd´1 be d´1
vectors of Rd`1 such that (Ptpx0, t0q, V px0, t0q, W1, . . ., Wd´1) is a basis of Rd`1.
Restricting again U , we can assume that (Ptpx, tq, V px, tq, W1, . . ., Wd´1) is a basis
of Rd`1 for all px, tq P U . Let V “ U ˆW where W Ă Rd is a neighborhood of 0.
We define h : V Ñ Ωˆ Rd`1 by
hpx, t, τ, s1, . . . , , sd´1q “ px, P px, tq ` τV px, tq ` s1W1 ` ...` sd´1Wd´1q .
Up to choosing V smaller, the local inversion theorem shows that h is a C8-diffeomorphism
into its image. We recall that for all px0, t0q P U , the map Ω ˆ r0, ωq Q px, tq ÞÑ
px, P px, tqq P Ω ˆ Rd`1 takes the value px0, P px0, t0qq at px0, t0q only. Due to the
compactness of the graph of this map, we can restrict W such that px, P px, tqq
belongs to hpVq if and only if px, tq belongs to U . Let χ P C8pΩ ˆ Rd`1,Rq be
a function with compact support in V , which will be made more precise later.
We set θpx, t, τ, s1, . . . , , sd´1q “ χpx, t, τ, s1, . . . , , sd´1qτ . We define the function
g : hpVq Ñ R by gpx, u,∇uq “ gpx, Uq “ θ ˝ h´1px, Uq. We can extend g by
0 outside hpVq to obtain a function in C8pΩ ˆ Rd`1q. By construction, for all
px, tq R U , gpx, P px, tqq “ 0 and DUgpx, P px, tqq “ 0. Moreover, for all px, tq P U ,
gpx, P px, tqq “ θpx, t, 0, 0, ..., 0q “ 0 and
BUgpx, P px, tqq.V px, tq “ Dθph
´1
px, P px, tqqq.
`
BUh
´1
px, P px, tqq.V px, tq
˘
“ Dθpx, t, 0, ..., 0q.
`
BUh
´1
phpx, t, 0, ..., 0qq.Bτhpx, t, 0, ..., 0q
˘
“ Dθpx, t, 0, ..., 0q.Bτ ph
´1
˝ hqpx, t, 0, ..., 0q
“ Bτθpx, t, 0, ..., 0q
“ χpx, t, 0, ..., 0q
Thus, Property i) of Proposition C.4 holds and moreover
ż ω
0
ż
Ω
BUgpx, P px, tqq.V px, tq dxdt “
ż
U
χpx, t, 0, ..., 0q dxdt .
Therefore, we can easily choose χ such that Property ii) of Proposition C.4 also
holds. ˝
The final problem lies in checking that the real part of ψ˚px, tqpφ,∇φq in (C.1) is
not everywhere colinear to ppt,∇ptq. This is true if we only consider real functions
(see Proposition C.5 below), but we consider here complex solutions ψ˚ and φ and
thus the real part of ψ˚pφ,∇φq correspond to a combination of two real solutions of
the linearized equation: the real and the imaginary parts of φ. Even if this colinearity
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would be very strange and holds surely in very rare cases only (remember that we
may break potential symmetries by perturbing f), we found no rigorous argument
to avoid it.
We finish with a statement of non-colinearity which could be inspiring.
Proposition C.5. Let I be an open interval of R and Ω and open subset of Rd. Let
a P C8pΩ ˆ I,Rq and b P C8pΩ ˆ I,Rdq be bounded coefficients. Let v1 and v2 be
two solutions of the real equation
Btvpx, tq “ ∆vpx, tq ` apx, tqvpx, tq ` bpx, tq.∇xvpx, tq . (C.2)
Assume that pv1,∇v1q is colinear to pv2,∇v2q at each points px, tq, meaning that
there exists real values αpx, tq and βpx, tq such that for all px, tq P Ωˆ I,
αpx, tqpv1,∇v1qpx, tq ` βpx, tqpv2,∇v2qpx, tq “ 0. (C.3)
Then v1 and v2 are colinear to v2 as solutions, that is that (C.3) holds with real
constants α and β.
Proof: If vi ” 0 for i “ 1 or i “ 2 the conclusion is trivial. By the unique
continuation properties of Section 2, up to choose I and Ω smaller, we may thus
assume that pvi,∇viq are not zero and thus that αpx, tq and βpx, tq are smooth non-
zero functions. Moreover, we may fix the normalization α2px, tq ` β2px, tq “ 1. Fix
px0, t0q and set pα̃, β̃q “ pαpx0, t0q, βpx0, t0qq. We notice that the value pα̃, β̃q is taken
by pαpx, tq, βpx, tqq in a submanifold M of dimension d1 ě d of Ω ˆ I because the
possible values of the function lie in the circle S1 which is one-dimensional. The
function w “ α̃v1 ` β̃v2 is also a solution of (C.2) and by construction pw,∇wq
vanishes in the submanifold M of dimension d1. We now apply Theorem 4.1 with
families independent of τ P J “ R. The singular nodal set of wpx, t, τq is Mˆ J of
dimension d1 ` 1 ě d` 1. Thus w ” 0 which concludes the proof. ˝
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